I will…
Act with others to help make Ely and Caerau an ace place to live
Care for the streets and parks and places we share as a community
Encourage my family, friends and neighbours to do the same

The ACE pledge

ACE (Action in Caerau and Ely)
STRATEGIC PLAN
June 2014
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Executive Summary
1.

ACE: Action in Caerau and Ely (ACE) is a flagship community development enterprise
which aims to tackle social and economic disadvantage in the Ely and Caerau area of
Cardiff. ACE is a charitable company which evolved from the partnership set up in
2004 to oversee the Welsh Government’s Communities First (CF) programme in the
area. Since 2013 the charity has been responsible for managing the Cardiff West
Communities First cluster.

2.

Ely and Caerau: The area has a population of 26,000 and includes the largest councilbuilt housing estate in Wales and some of the country’s most severely deprived
neighbourhoods as measured by the Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation. Despite the
vibrancy of community life and strong local pride, Ely and Caerau continue to be
stigmatised throughout Cardiff and beyond.

3.

Sustainability and the Strategic Plan:

ACE is building on the work of a number of earlier community development
initiatives, but with the fundamental difference that it aims to establish a
permanent presence as a sustainable community-owned initiative.

The current Strategic Plan is a road map for achieving this sustainability while
delivering an ambitious programme of community-led social and economic
development. Critical to this will be its ability to build a strong organisation and
a project base with the capacity to survive beyond the life of the Communities
First programme – which has a guaranteed life only until 2016.

The Plan is the outcome of extensive consultation and partnership building with
residents and voluntary and public sector bodies, and three years planning by
board members and CF staff.

The Plan’s focus is a series of new projects and services to meet identified
community needs, many of which also have the potential for generating income.
These are additional to and largely separate from the 29 projects being delivered
under the Communities First contract.

4.

Disadvantage: The challenges faced by residents which ACE is confronting include:

a long history of decline in high quality local manufacturing jobs, and their
replacement with lower paid, insecure part-time work

high levels of income-related benefits and unemployment

poor educational attainment and ambition

poor health and life expectancy (4 years less than the Cardiff average)

the damaging absence of multi-purpose community facilities in Ely.

5.

Community involvement: One of ACE’s greatest strengths is its engagement with the
community in all aspects of its work, including:

its origins in the original CF Partnership Board, the strong local connections of
present trustees/board members

innovative projects to involve residents in voluntary activity – including the
Community Ambassador project and Timeplace (one of the largest timebanking
schemes in the country).
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the intensive engagement work of the 20 ACE staff, a record of employing local
residents, and a rolling programme of hugely popular annual events.

6.

Strengths: The Strategy Plan builds on:

comprehensive management experience and financial probity with CF

an impressive track record for successful projects, and a stable staff team

the effective use of volunteers and paid experts for professional guidance

a high reputation and valuable support among influential partners

the short-term cushion provided by CF project work and management fees.

7.

Weaknesses: The Plan is designed to address ACE’s recognised weaknesses, including:

limited experience of independent income generation and of balancing social
and commercial priorities;

lack of a premises for community engagement and project development activities

narrow promotional and marketing experience

small financial reserves, and limited contacts with funding bodies.

8.

Priorities and objectives: ACE has set community priorities (for community
development and involvement, education, economic development and tackling
poverty) and organisational priorities (for sustainability, good governance, effective
management, and profile building). The Plan identifies six key objectives for achieving
these priorities.

9.

Project development approach: To realise these objectives ACE aims to pursue an
extensive and flexible programme of project development outside the CF programme.
The approach will involve:

feasibility study research to identify viable opportunities in advance

preparation for possibilities when the CF programme changes or ends

continuous fundraising activity

readiness to change direction if progress stalls or new opportunities emerge

the “Our Place” community hub centre as an essential, core income generating
initiative to provide Ely with multipurpose community facilities and a base for
volunteering, Timeplace, social enterprise and other new projects

a careful balance of social, enterprise and contracting activities.

10.

Projects and services:

funded community services, including
—
the continuing self-sustaining development of Timeplace timebanking
—
a gardening and maintenance project (funded and due to start soon)
—
a fuel poverty advice and support project
—
a community food and healthy food growing project
—
expansion of the Caerau and Ely Rediscovering Heritage (CAER Heritage)
project at Caerau’s Iron Age hill fort
—
local fundraising to support existing community activities

community trading ventures, for example:
—
managing the evolution of grant-funded social projects such as the gardening
and fuel poverty initiatives into sustainable enterprises
—
ACE catering, starting with a café at the proposed Our Place community hub
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—
a Family Shop venture; a temping agency; childcare or nursery facilities
—
property development to generate income from office rentals
contract work - selling ACE’s knowledge and skills: Potential targets include:
—
training services for community and voluntary organisations based on ACE’s
own experience, skills and reputation
—
consultancy work across Cardiff and beyond, e.g. possible contracts for
providing devolved public services and post-Communities First initiatives.

11.

Creating sound governance: Work already under way includes:

a subsidiary ACE company - Firstplace (Cardiff) Limited – for CF activities to help
prioritise an independent and sustainable future for the parent charity

fostering the growth of a large and engaged membership for ACE

maintaining the diversity, skills and involvement of the 12-strong ACE board
through training and support

extending the board’s capacity by developing subcommittees and maintaining
first class communications and reporting.

12.

Management development: ACE staff (separate from CF) include a part time
Development Manager and part time administration and finance workers. It is
intended that the post of Development Manager should become full time as soon as
possible, and to create a new post of Business Development Manager to spearhead
income generating activity – both initially grant funded and in due course selfsustaining. Measures are in place to provide technical support and mentoring and to
closely co-ordinate the charity’s development with the work of CF.

13.

Partnership working: The success of ACE to date owes a great deal to the drive to
create strong creative partnerships between the community and a wide range of
public and voluntary sector bodies. This work will remain a priority in future project
development.

14.

Financial management and administration: Stringent Communities First protocols and
reporting arrangements are replicated in the policies and practices adopted by ACE in
its role as a charity independent of the CF programme.

15.

The sustainability strategy: Detail planning and financial projections are based on the
overriding principle that ACE must become financially sustainable as quickly as
possible to offset likely changes in the CF programme. In practice this involves:

self-protection through diversifying types and sources of income – aiming for a
variety of rentals, hire fees, contracts, contributions to management costs,
shared overheads and economies of scale

using grants only to enhance ACE activities. and not to create dependency

setting up grant funded projects which include management fees

a target of 50% of resources from earned income within five years.

16.

The Marketing and Promotion Strategy:

ACE will develop a proactive new approach to targeting its key messages at
appropriate audiences (residents, customers, funders, supporters, partners and
the wider voluntary sector).
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It will employ additional resources, including staff time, and raise its public
profile through better use of media such as the “Grapevine” community
newsletters, conventional news and social media, its web site and local leaflet
distribution.
It will also aim to raise national awareness of its pioneering work and flagship
role in Welsh community regeneration.

17.

Monitoring and evaluation: ACE will continue routinely to gather evidence of the
impact of its work using qualitative information and by borrowing Results Based
Accountability mechanisms from CF. Board members and staff will carry out an Annual
Review and will work to evolve consistent and co-ordinated tools for evaluation across
the full range of ACE activities.

18.

The Fundraising Strategy: The strategy includes:

priorities for funding both project activities and the core staff to achieve them

regular reviews of the current funding landscape, and flexibility to adapt to
changes

a “funding calendar” to guide action, and internal resources to ensure it is
followed

promotional work to raise ACE’s public profile and marketing to ensure that
relevant bodies are aware of it.
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Section 1: Introduction
Background
1.1

ACE (Action in Caerau and Ely) is a flagship community development enterprise which
is developing innovative responses to the challenges faced by the largest and one of
the most deprived housing estates in Wales. This Strategic Plan maps a path for ACE to
build on its considerable past successes and its undoubted potential. The goals it
describes include a confident, independent and sustainable future in which the
benefits it provides to residents in Ely and Caerau are made permanent and are shared
as widely as possible in communities elsewhere in Cardiff and beyond.

1.2

Origins: ACE (Action in Caerau and Ely) Limited is a registered charity and company
limited by guarantee established in 2011 through the Communities First (CF)
programme in the Ely and Caerau areas of Cardiff. The charity evolved from a less
formal local partnership board set up in 2004 to advise CF staff and ensure the
initiative was rooted in the local community. It also builds on the long history of
community development in these communities and provides continuity with the
longstanding aims of delivering community-based projects and activities which help
regenerate the economy and improve opportunities for residents.

1.3

Ely and Caerau: Ely and Caerau (population 26,000 ) includes the largest Council-built
housing estate in Wales and some of the country’s most severely deprived areas.
Despite the vibrancy of community life and local pride, evidenced in the annual Ely
Festival and success of ACE’s volunteering initiatives, Ely and Caerau continue to suffer
from social and economic stigma throughout Cardiff and beyond which inhibits efforts
to overcome disadvantage.

1.4

Leadership for Communities First: In 2013 ACE became the managing host to the
Welsh Government’s revised CF programme in West Cardiff (Ely, Caerau, Pentrebane
and Fairwater) with a staff of 19 and a battery of 29 projects designed to improve the
prosperity, health and education of the most disadvantaged residents. Annual funding
was set at £729,352 until 2016.

1.5

Sustainability as a fundamental goal: At the same time the charity began developing a
range of new activities and resources which will become largely independent of
Communities First funding. Its ambition is to establish a sustainable organisation
which will be capable of surviving beyond the eventual closure of the Government
scheme to become a permanent driver of community-led regeneration in Ely and
Caerau.

ACE’s role in the community
1.6

Structure:

Community ownership: ACE is a membership based organisation rooted in the
Community. It has a board of 11 directors, most of whom live or work in West
Cardiff, and a membership of 230 residents who are also active members of
ACE’s highly successful ‘Timeplace’ timebanking scheme (which has over 900
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1.7

Projects, premises and resources:

Track record: Through its earlier CF work, ACE has developed a strong track
record and community recognition for services including family holiday
provision, healthy eating initiatives, a community debt and well-being drop in,
social support groups, community gardening projects, a fuel poverty initiative,
out of hours learning, adult education, access to further education and training,
and support for social enterprise and business development.

Current projects: In addition to projects and services specified by the CF Delivery
Plan, ACE is currently involved in:

the Big Lottery funded Community Voice project to promote local
engagement through a network of volunteer “community ambassadors”

the Timeplace timebanking scheme, managed in partnership with the
national charity Spice

the Caerau Heritage Project in partnership with Cardiff University

The Wales Arts Council funded Momentum project.


1.8

members). Members are eligible to vote in the appointment of directors at
annual general meetings.
The charity and its new subsidiary: In 2014 ACE set up a wholly owned
subsidiary company limited by shares - Firstplace (Cardiff) Limited – specifically
to manage the CF programme. The aim is to:

protect ACE as the core charity from the uncertainties of future CF funding
and

allow ACE to evolve separate management and staffing arrangements to
focus on the twin challenges of long-term community development and
financial sustainability.

Premises:

ACE and the CF staff are currently based in overcrowded offices at Ely
Housing Office, 4 Grand Avenue, Ely. In the summer of 2014 the majority
of staff will move to more accessible revamped facilities in Cardiff
Council’s new Community Hub building (the former “Jasmine Centre”) on
Cowbridge Road West which they will share with the relocated local
library, the Housing Department and other Council services.

The charity also has temporary responsibility for Pentrebane Community
Centre in Fairwater where they are supporting the proposed asset transfer
of the building to a local community group.

ACE does not currently have premises of its own where it can engage with
the public, accommodate permanent project activity or volunteers and
develop new initiatives. Remarkably considering the size of the population
and the widely recognised levels of deprivation, there is no multipurpose
community centre under community control anywhere in Ely and Caerau.

Accountability:

ACE is currently bound by the monitoring and evaluation procedures of the
Welsh Government and Cardiff Council. This involves utilising a Results Based
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Accountability (RBA) model to collate quarterly progress reports, annual
monitoring reports and regular case studies. ACE is also subject to the
monitoring and evaluation procedures of other project funders.
ACE has one full year’s audited accounts, and is subject to the internal auditors
of Cardiff Council and independent external accountants.

The Strategic Plan
1.9

Progress to date: The current Strategic Plan is the result of extensive planning and
consultation over a period of two years, during which there have been rapid changes
in community needs, the funding climate, and development opportunities. Some
earlier aspirations have already been achieved – notably leadership of the revised CF
programme, the appointment of a part time Development Manager to establish new
projects, and the promise of a serious operational partnership with the Council (in
running the proposed Community Hub).

1.10 Planning for the future: The needs which ACE is addressing are described in Section 2,
and details of the planning which has taken place to optimise opportunities are
itemised in Section 3. The latter has involved:

continuous and wide-ranging consultation with residents through existing
projects and activities

detailed consultation and planning with residents, community partners and
public sector agencies which were essential for drawing up the 2013-2015
Communities First Cluster Delivery Plan

facilitated planning events for board members and advisors led by professionals
in the fields of strategic planning, community funding, social enterprise and
development trusts.
1.11 The focus of the Plan: The current plan is about growing ACE as a sustainable
community development charity which will not be permanently dependent for its
resources on Communities First (as it is to a large extent at present). The
comprehensive Communities First Cluster Delivery Plan (which is the responsibility of
the ACE subsidiary Firstplace) is taken “as read” until 2016. The needs, activities,
targets, measures and evaluation methods described by the Delivery Plan are not
repeated here, except where they are relevant to the additional work which ACE will
undertake separately from Communities First.
1.12 Review: The direction and activities described here will be subject to a formal annual
review by the board and staff members which will lead to future refinements to the
list of proposed projects and continuous updates to the delivery programme and its
targets.
1.13 Contents of the Strategic Plan:

Section 4 of the Plan describes ACE’s vision for the future its goals and priorities
for achieving it.

Section 5 itemises the key projects and activities which ACE hopes to set up to
deliver these priorities.
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Section 6 describes the charity’s governance and management structures and
resources which have been designed to achieve these activities.
Section 7 explains the income generation strategy for achieving a sustainable
organisation, Section 10 presents the fundraising strategy and Section 11
provides five-year income and expenditure projections.
Sections 8 and 9 address the need for promotion and monitoring and evaluation
processes.
Section 12 provides a delivery programme with initial and provisional targets.
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Section 2: The community and its needs
The strategic context:
2.1

Local and Welsh Government strategies: The current Plan has been developed in the
context of relevant government policies, including the following planning documents
for Cardiff and Wales:

The Welsh Government Tackling Poverty Action Plan 2013

The Welsh Government Child Poverty Strategy

The Welsh Government Social Enterprise Action Plan 2009

‘What Matters’ Integrated Partnership Strategy (led by Cardiff Council)

Cardiff Council South West Neighbourhood Partnership Action Plan

The character of the area
2.2

Origins: Ely and Caerau are two electoral wards located on the western edge of Cardiff
with a combined population of 26,000 (2011 census). Ely was built immediately after
the first World War to provide “homes for heroes” and to re-house families from
Cardiff’s inner-city slums. It was designed according to “garden village” principles.
The majority of Caerau was built following the second World War.

2.3

Tenancy: Although most properties in Ely and Caerau were initially built and owned by
the local authority, many have been sold under “right to buy” legislation. 41.5% of
households currently live in owner occupied accommodation whilst 47.2% live in
accommodation rented from the local authority or a Registered Social Landlord (2011
census).

2.4

Identity and heritage:

The two areas have a strong shared identity and are often referred to together
as “Ely”.

They also have a strong sense of local heritage, with a number of significant
historical sites. These include the Caerau Iron Age Hillfort (one of the largest in
South Wales), the remains of a Roman Villa (located in Trelai Park), the site of Ely
Racecourse (which hosted the Welsh Grand National).

Many residents have close connections with the area which have extended
across generations, and often have extended families and friendship within the
community.

These features underpin a strong sense of community spirit which has been
supported by decades of community development and community run activities.
These include, for example, Ely Festival and the Grapevine Newspaper (which
recently celebrated its 35th birthday).

2.5

Demographics: Ely and Caerau are relatively ‘young’ communities, with approximately
36% of households containing dependent children, compared with 27.7% of
households across Cardiff. Currently approximately 10% of residents identify
themselves as of a minority ethnic community, and there is evidence that this
percentage is increasing with time.
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2.6

Stigma and disadvantage:

Despite significant strengths and opportunities Ely is regularly stigmatised within
the rest of the city, and further afield. Public perception has tended to be
heavily influenced by a small number of high profile stories, most noticeably a
disturbance in 1991 which was reported in the national press and came to be
known as “the Ely riots”.

The disintegration, since the 1980s, of a thriving local manufacturing based
economy (which included Ely Paper Mill, Chivers Jam Factory, Ely (Whitbread)
Brewery, two brickworks and Ely Pop Factory) has left high unemployment
levels. These jobs (perceived locally as “good quality”) have largely been
replaced with service sector employment opportunities orientated around the
city centre.

The community struggles with a number of challenges associated with multiple
forms of deprivation. Indeed the Wales Index of Multiple Deprivation identifies
11 neighbourhood areas within Ely and Caerau as being in the top ten percent
most deprived neighbourhoods in Wales.

Statistical evidence of disadvantage
2.7

The challenges: The associated challenges and needs identified in Ely and Caerau
include the following:

Benefits: Many people in Ely and Caerau are surviving on low incomes.
Approximately 40% of the population receive income related benefits,
compared with 19.3% across Cardiff.

Unemployment: Low income is often related to unemployment. Approximately
14% of economically active people are unemployed (compared with 4.4% across
Cardiff) and approximately 14% of households with dependent children do not
have an adult in employment (compared with 5.2% across Cardiff).

Low quality employment opportunities: There is evidence that some residents
who are in employment experience combinations of low pay and part time work
that keep them near or below the poverty line. These jobs are often insecure,
inflexible to family life, and are sometimes experienced as dehumanising. (See
‘Poor Work: Experiences and Aspirations’, Dave Horton April 2013 at
http://www.aceplace.org/#!publicationsreports/c1elm).

Educational attainment has historically been weak in Ely and Caerau, but has
begun improving in recent years. Approximately 49% of people have
qualifications equivalent to 5 GCSEs at grade A* to C, compared with 65.3%
across Cardiff. Approximately 93% of 18-19 year olds do not enter higher
education, compared with 68% across Cardiff.

Poor health: There is evidence that experiences of poverty impact significantly
on the health of residents. Over 7% of babies born in Ely and Caerau have a low
birth weight, compared with 5.7% across Cardiff. The average female life
expectancy is approximately 78, compared with 81.9 across Cardiff. The average
male life expectancy is approximately 73 compared with 77.8 across Cardiff.

Community involvement in identifying needs
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2.8

A record of community involvement: Ely and Caerau have a long history of
community development activity which has enabled community members to
participate in extensively identifying and meeting local needs – most recently funded
through the Welsh Government’s Communities First programme. This has been
documented by ACE and forms a basis for the design of the CF Delivery Plan and the
Community Involvement Plan.

2.9

ACE’s “ear to the ground”: ACE avoids the need for time-consuming public
consultations and surveys by maintaining a unique level of direct community
engagement in its day-to-day work in the area. The range and depth of mechanisms
for consulting with people, identifying issues and working with residents to design
responses and to tackle them is illustrated by the following activities:

The Community Audit: In 2007/2008 a comprehensive community audit was
carried out by community development staff. This involved nearly 1000
questionnaires, focus groups, key person interviews and consultation events.
Since then a range of other techniques have been used to ensure information is
updated.

Partnership Board origins: ACE itself emerged from intensive community
development work with local people (initially with the Communities First
Partnership Board with significant representation from residents). A credible,
locally owned organisation was considered essential to meet the needs of the
community identified through the community audit.

Local board members: ACE actively seeks to attract people with strong local
networks to serve on our board of trustees. They act as an “ear to the ground”,
sharing community concerns and aspirations at monthly board meetings.

Staff engagement with the community: ACE currently employs 19 staff with
community development experience and expertise. A relational approach is
used by staff to develop networks of community members. Most working weeks
consist of many conversations between volunteers/community members and
staff. Needs, aspirations and opportunities are noted by staff and volunteers
and are fed back to the ACE staff team and board through regular team and
board meetings.

Timeplace: The Timeplace timebank has over 900 members and over 80 active
community groups. These groups listen to their members and share information
about community issues and opportunities for development at regular
networking events. Information feeds back to ACE through the day-to-day work
of staff.

Community Ambassadors: The Big Lottery funded “Community Ambassador”
scheme, run by ACE, is recruiting and developing 50 ambassadors. These
volunteers are supported to build and extend their social networks (of family
friends and neighbours) and to use these links to promote local opportunities
and to enable local people to influence local services (including those provided
by ACE). Finding out about the needs of their contacts is a fundamental part of
their role. The programme is designed to make contact with hard-to-reach
groups who are not engaged in other ways.

Cardiff Citizens’ “listening campaign”: Some ACE board members (who are
mostly residents and people with Ely and Caerau connections) and local
volunteers are engaged in an ongoing “listening campaign” based on one-to-one
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discussions with local people as part of a network of groups known as “Cardiff
Citizens”. Member organisations work together to negotiate needs which are
shared by communities across the city. These form the basis for campaigns and
negotiations with decision makers. Information from the listening campaign is
also fed back to the ACE board.
Streetace: The Streetace project encourages ACE staff and volunteers to go out
into Ely and Caerau on foot with the aim of engaging residents ‘where they are’
and promoting the work of the organisation. Targeted street-based sessions are
used to promote engagement in particular projects (e.g. the ‘Less is more’
energy project and the pop-up kitchen healthy eating project).
Community events have been held throughout the last 8 years under the
Communities First programme. These have often attracted high numbers (up to
400 people at individual events) and have used creative activities to seek the
views and aspirations of local people. Examples include:

a yearly under 5’s family fun day (focused on services for young families)

an annual Christmas Fun Day

physical health promotion events, activities at Ely Festival,

more recently the ACE AGM.
Supporting local employment: ACE is increasingly seeking to employ local
people and is actively supporting the development of volunteers and the
provision of work experience.Recently a number of ‘Assistant Development
Worker’ training posts have been created, with local residents recruited to these
roles. ACE currently employs 6 people who live in the local community.

2.10 ACE’s working practices: These techniques, practised over the past 8 years, have
become a fundamental part of ACE’s approach. The organisation is rooted in Ely and
Caerau and is engaged in an ongoing conversation with local people, facilitated using
multiple techniques and characterised by genuine, meaningful engagement. The
significance of this work is that it is not simply about gathering information. It is
integral to designing and implementing the community development responses,
projects and training activities which ACE delivers. ACE is deeply committed to the
values and approaches of co-production in project delivery (see section 4.4 for a
definition of co-production).
2.11 The community’s priorities: Through these activities community members have
identified a number of key needs which ACE is helping people to meet:

Community hub facilities: Ely and Caerau currently have no community owned
facilities which are available to support generic, diverse community action and
development. There is a desperate need for a community owned “hub” which
can act as a focus for these kinds of activities and that can generate income.

Employment opportunities: There is a need for good quality, local employment
through the re-development of a thriving local economy.

Anti-poverty initiatives: Quality support and opportunities are needed for those
suffering the multiple effects of poverty, with the genuine involvement of local
people in delivery. These should build on successful aspects of projects running
under the CF programme, including: The debt and benefit information drop-in
service, the “Warm and Well” affordable warmth project, the Getaway wellbeing
project, the healthy eating and growing projects.
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Realistic community participation: Local people want to participate in
meaningful ways in the solutions to these needs and to be able to build their
skills and qualifications through this process.
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Section 3: Opportunities and constraints
The ACE approach
3.1

Contents: This section

describes the qualities which the board and staff bring to the huge challenge of
establishing a dynamic and sustainable community-led regeneration
organisation at a time of severe cutbacks in public spending and services and
intense competition for voluntary sector funding

explains the analysis of ACE’s strengths and weaknesses which underpin the
charity’s approach to governance and management

identifies key opportunities which it proposes to exploit through its projects,
fundraising and other activities.

3.2

The planning process: In order to evaluate the internal and external environments
which affect the future direction and operations of ACE, analyses were undertaken,
documented and used to assist with strategic decision making. This involved group
work to carry out SWOT (strengths – weaknesses – opportunities – threats) and PEST
(political – economic – social – technological) analyses.

Strengths
3.3

Track Record: Although the charity is less than two years old, ACE staff have an
impressive 7-year track record for developing and supporting successful projects
which actively involve community members and address the problems they face.
Examples of earlier projects and their areas of impact include:

Caer Heritage Project: learning; the environment

Timeplace/Timeschools: the economy; community involvement

Dusty Forge employment support project: economy

Mill Park Regeneration project: health

Making Music Changing Lives: learning

Family holiday provision: learning; health

Grapevine Community Newspaper: community information; learning

Ely/Caerau debt and benefit information Drop In: health

Warm and Well affordable warmth: health/learning

3.4

Management experience: Before the present CF programme Key ACE staff gained
experience of management and partnership working with the Ely and Caerau
Communities First Partnership and Cardiff Council. This included:

managing an annual budget (which has since risen from £300,000 to £729,352)

running community buildings and securing funding for wide-ranging local
projects

recruiting a large talented staff team and operating high standards of personnel
and team management

meeting the demanding standards of financial probity and operating efficiency
required by the Welsh Government
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supporting a committed core of partners and directors who have extensive
experience in the private, public and voluntary sectors.
Ely and Caerau Communities First was one of only a handful of Communities
First partnerships across Wales which was awarded a rating of ‘excellent’ by the
Welsh Government for programme delivery.

3.5

Community development and co-production approaches:

A pivotal feature of ACE’s success has been the way it works with the community
– giving a voice to residents and local groups, fostering active community
participation and strong networks and partnerships, involving and supporting
volunteers and, as far as possible, working inclusively across the whole
community.

It’s unique achievement is to have built on the foundations offered by the
Communities First Programme to create both

a vibrant community with substantial and genuine community engagement
and co-delivery, and

a potentially sustainable organisational structure with the potential to make
its gains permanent and to share its rare expertise more widely.

3.6

Other strengths:

the large and stable ACE staff team are skilled, expert and have excellent local
knowledge based on long experience in the area

ACE has realistic expectations and communicates them well

projects focus on positive outcomes, so ACE works transparently and efficiently

the management fee which ACE has received since 2013 for running the CF
cluster provides a probably short-lived but vital financial cushion for developing
future management and staffing arrangements.

3.7

Support and influence:

Its experience and effectiveness have earned ACE a crucial reputation as a
landmark voluntary sector body which public and voluntary sector agencies can
do business with.

ACE has won the commitment and loyalty of dedicated board and staff
members, and strong support from the community groups it works with.

Weaknesses
3.8

The SWOT analysis: The task of building financial sustainability and a long-term future
has barely started, and despite ACE’s progress and undoubted strengths, it has been
important to acknowledge and address areas of weakness revealed by the SWOT
analysis carried out in 2013. (See also the summary in Appendix 1.)

3.9

Sustainable funding:

Ensuring ACE can survive after Communities First eventually ends (currently
funded until 2016) is the single greatest challenge faced by the charity. ACE is
likely to need income continuously in the form of project management fees from
the equivalent of at least five medium-sized projects at a time just to secure the
post of full time Development Manager.
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The diversification policies described in Section 7 and the Funding Strategy in
Section 9 are essential. This is because is the charity so far

has been almost entirely dependent on CF

has experience of generating extra income only through time-limited
grant-funded projects
ACE has an excellent track record for innovative community projects, but it has
not yet needed to display a flair for financial entrepreneurship - which will be
essential for creating and managing a sustainable organisation.

3.10 Promotion and marketing: Until now ACE has depended on goodwill and recognition
of the benefits it creates. There have been:

few means for communicating with residents except through staff contact and
the quarterly Grapevine newsletter

no serious efforts until 2014 to engage consistently or strategically with funders

no previous requirements to produce a comprehensive and public Annual
Report.
3.11 Premises: ACE has been increasingly hampered by a cramped first floor working
environment for staff, limited private meeting space, lack of facilities for
accommodating and working with residents and groups, and negligible prospects of
basing future community projects in the same building as the existing staff team. This
problem will be eased but not solved by the move in 2014 to the new Caerau and Ely
Community Hub building. If no solution is found it will threaten the long-term
efficiency and accessibility of the charity.
3.12 Other weaknesses:

limited experience of operating its new constitutional structures and governance
arrangements – eg in recruiting and training directors from the community,
setting the tone for relationships between the subsidiary Firstplace and the
parent charity, engaging the substantial new community membership of the
charity in formally guiding policy

a lack of financial reserves to invest in emerging opportunities and meet
unforeseen financial challenges

lack of experience balancing business imperatives with community objectives
and commitments (eg income generating opportunities in Ely and Caerau will
inevitably be much more limited than in more affluent parts of Cardiff).

Opportunities and threats
3.13 Opportunities: The SWOT analysis identified four key areas of opportunity for ACE
which will be exploited in the future work of the charity as described in subsequent
sections of the Plan. See Appendix 1 for the detailed analysis.

geography – project and funding opportunities related to the large size of the Ely
and Caerau area and the wider CF cluster, Cardiff’s status as a capital city, and
the value of ACE as a unique resource serving all sections of the community

raising the profile of the area - using features such as its heritage and ACE itself

extending partnership working – building on excellent relationships with local
groups, schools, universities, third sector agencies, the Council etc
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community engagement success – a launch pad for new education initiatives,
community projects, commercial activity, job creation etc.

3.14 Threats:

ACE’s relative inexperience in areas such as fundraising, business development
and commercial management means that it will be exposed to serious
competition for resources and the possible stigma if projects fail.

Dependency on CF and the uncertainties of the programme could result in the
loss of key staff and impotent planning as the programme draws to an end.

Social and economic disadvantage in Ely and Caerau and limited resources are a
major challenge to continuing community engagement, project development,
and commercial progress.
3.15 The external environment: The outcomes of the appraisal of the political, economic,
social and technological environment (the PEST Analysis) are included in Appendix 2.

From analysis to policy
3.16 Managing strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats:

ACE’s strengths provide a sound basis for an ambitious programme to develop
the charity and its work. The weaknesses are significant and potentially
damaging. But some of them are simply a result of a lack of experience which
can be addressed by the careful planning laid out in this Strategy Plan.

The opportunities for developing new community projects are substantial (see
the many examples in Section 5). But ACE will have to work much harder to
create income-generating initiatives to address the long-term threat posed by
the inevitable funding gap.

After listing the four areas of the SWOT analysis, the board explored in more
detail how ACE will address the issues raised. The analysis and the suggested
responses listed in Appendix 3 have helped to provide a coherent basis for the
formulation of aims, priorities and objectives which are described in Section 4.
3.17 The key issues to emerge: Among the most pressing issues identified are the need to:

define and refine the main focus and scope of future ACE activities

strengthen governance and management

develop financial resources

develop physical resources – including community facilities and the office base.
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Section 4: Aims, priorities and objectives
From vision to priorities
4.1

The vision: ACE will work with the people of Ely and Caerau towards the successful
social, economic and environmental regeneration of their community.

4.2

The charitable objects: The charity aims to realise this vision by pursuing its legally
binding charitable objects, which are:
To develop the capacity and skills of the members of the socially and economically
disadvantaged communities of Cardiff in such a way that they are better able to
identify, and help meet, their needs and to participate more fully in society
The promotion for the public benefit of urban regeneration in areas of social and
economic deprivation in the area of Cardiff by all or any of the following means:
i.
the relief of poverty in such ways as may be thought fit
ii.
the relief of unemployment in such ways as may be thought fit, including
assistance to find employment
iii. the advancement of education, training or retraining, particularly among
unemployed people, and providing unemployed people with work experience
iv. the provision of financial assistance, technical assistance, or business advice or
consultancy in order to provide training and employment opportunities for
unemployed people in cases of financial or other charitable need through help in
setting up their own business
v.
the creation of training and employment opportunities by the provision of
workspace, buildings and/or land for use on favourable terms
vi. the maintenance, improvement or provision of public amenities
vii. the provision or assistance in the provision of recreational facilities for the public
at large and/ or those who, by reasons of their youth, age, infirmity or
disablement, poverty or social and economic circumstances, have need of such
facilities
viii the provision of public health facilities and childcare.

4.3

ACE’s priorities:

Community priorities: The evidence of social disadvantage described in Section
2, and the planning process described in Section 3 and Appendices 1 to 3 leads
ACE to focus on three priority regeneration issues where it has the greatest
capacity, need and motivation to take action. They are:

community development, co-production and citizen power

creating education, training and employment opportunities and building a
local economy

community wellbeing and tackling poverty

Organisational priorities: In addition to its community priorities, in order to
achieves it aims, ACE needs to prioritise the development of an organisation
which is:

financially sustainable

well governed, well managed and effective
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4.4

credible, valued, transparent and widely respected, ie an organisation
which
- is successful and effective at what it does
- has a measurable impact on the community
- has a good reputation and is widely known.

“Community development”, “co-production” and “tackling poverty”: ACE is strongly
motivated to ensure that its community priorities are solidly based and have a clear
purpose and methodology. The following terms have definite meanings for the
charity:

“Community development”: “Community Development is a process of change
whereby people work together around common issues and aspirations in ways
that enhance learning, encourage participation, and support the development of
a culture of informed and accountable decision making.” (Community
Development Cymru definition).

“Co-production”: Co-production is a process in which service providers and
organisations deliver services and projects with local community members and
service users as equals who are valued for the expertise and skills they can
contribute.

“Tackling poverty”: ACE is committed to a realistic engagement with the range
of issues that are impacting on the communities of Ely and Caerau.
Fundamental to this is an acknowledgement that poverty is an underlying factor
in many of these issues. The organisation hopes, long term, to tackle poverty
itself rather than just the symptoms that result from it.

ACE’s objectives
4.5

Setting practical objectives: The planning process has turned the above priorities into
a number of specific practical objectives which form the basis of the programme for
project development described in Section 5. This clarity is important to ensure that
ACE is not distracted or swayed by grant opportunities, the wishes of partners or
financially attractive contract work which could dissipate its energy.

4.6

ACE’s objectives for the community are:

Objective 1: to create individual opportunities for residents through community
development activity

Objective 2: to tackle poverty by creating employment and building the local
economy

Objective 3: to improve the quality of life for residents of Ely and Caerau
generally by enhancing the environment, improving facilities and fostering
partnership and coproduction

4.7

ACE’s organisational objectives are:

Objective 4: To progressively reduce its dependency on grants and to become
financially sustainable in the long term by operating a strategy for diversifying
and maximising its sources of income
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Objective 5: To design and operate and monitor policies and procedures which
ensure high standards of governance and management, financial propriety and
personnel management
Objective 6: To design and operate an effective Promotions Strategy.
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Section 5: Delivering community services:
5.1

Realising the potential: ACE has become firmly rooted in the community of Ely and
Caerau. Now it has the potential to make this local role permanent, sustainable and
irrevocable, and to become an important and widely recognised flagship community
development organisation offering services to other parts of Wales’ capital city. This
section describes an ambitious programme of activities designed to realise this unique
potential.

A flexible and responsive approach
5.2

Previous experience:

ACE has been planning, developing and delivering community services for 3
years as part of the work of the Communities First programme, and it has
continued to do so since 2013 in its new role managing the Cardiff West cluster
in an enlarged area covering Ely, Caerau, Fairwater and Pentrebane.

It has also been an aspiration of the organisation even before it was
incorporated in 2011 to carve a more permanent role with projects independent
of CF funding, and has had made modest progress (including an earlier
renewable energy initiative)

The success at winning the new CF contract has provided a major boost to ACE’s
confidence and security, and has significantly raised the charity’s profile. As a
result, the commitment, focus and resources necessary to pursue an
independent course in parallel with CF have increased, and the pace of progress
accelerated from 2013 onwards. Recent advances include:

the Lottery funded Street Ambassador project (from 2013)

the appointment of a Development Advisor consultant in 2013

funding secured for a community arts and education project to run from
the spring 2014

the registration of Firstplace Limited (to separate CF management from
the core work of the charity) in February 2014

the appointment of the ACE Development Manager in March 2014

other active partnership building and prospective funding bids.

5.3

Planning for opportunity and success

From late 2013 planning at board and staff level has been focused on the
present development strategy and turning ambition into a practical programme
for growth. This has included identifying a range of potential project activities
which fit the charity’s priorities and objectives and which are not currently
carried out within the Communities First programme.

Central to this has been the process of prioritising potential new project activity
and starting to evaluate the most promising ideas. So at this stage some of the
ideas for community initiatives and social enterprise ventures which are listed in
this section are necessarily still tentative or provisional. There is no assumption
that all the individual projects listed here will be achieved within a specific
timespan or even that all opportunities will definitely lead to project activities.

However, the advantages to this approach are:
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5.4

a realistic programme for staff to pursue in which the most desirable,
achievable and viable activities will be targeted for funding and
development work

the flexibility to scrap plans and pilot projects which seem unlikely to
succeed without wasting effort or resources unnecessarily

ACE will have proposals ready at short notice to take advantage of ad hoc
funding opportunities which arise to bring other pre-planned projects to
the fore
Looking ahead: The current Strategy Plan represents an early stage in a
continuing process, in which ideas will be further evaluated, refined, prioritised,
and almost certainly added to over time. It is anticipated that this process will
link naturally with community project work by CF over the next two years.

Community services and projects: ACE’s flagship programme of proposed community
services and projects (ie Strategy Plan Objectives 1 to 3) can be summarised under the
following five broad categories:

The continuing Communities First programme: The details of this are fixed by
the Delivery Plan and funding arrangements agreed by Welsh Government. It is
anticipated that there will be some form of successor government anti-poverty
programme from 2016 onwards, and ACE will want to preserve successful CF
activities as long as they are needed. But there can be no assumption that ACE
will automatically be involved. For planning purposes CF ends in 2016.

The establishment of a multi-purpose community-owned hub and its
associated facilities and activities: This has the second highest priority after
Communities First because:

it will provide urgently-needed community facilities for residents and other
community groups

it is essential to provide accommodation for future ACE initiatives and to
give ACE a realistic chance of becoming financially sustainable.

Grant-funded projects to deliver community services: These project will aim to
meet local needs. They are assumed to be mostly time-limited activities with
fixed funding arrangements, although every effort will be made to preserve
successful initiatives after funding ends (for instance by fostering their incomegenerating potential and any capacity to evolve as social enterprises).

Community-based trading activities: Ace will aim to set up a range of income
generating projects which provide local services, training and work experience
opportunities, paid employment and foundations for a more entrepreneurial
community.

Contracting and selling ACE’s skills: ACE aims to develop the capacity to tender
competitively for opportunities to deliver services under contract to public
bodies and other agencies. It will also explore ways to exploit the interests and
skills of staff and volunteers so that it can deliver professional services such as
training and consultancy directly to the public and voluntary sectors.

Communities First
5.5

Objectives:
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To achieve excellence in the delivery of the Welsh Government’s Communities
First programme in Cardiff West (in neighbourhoods in Ely, Caerau, Pentrebane
and Fairwater identified as being in the top 20% of the Welsh Index of Multiple
Deprivation).
To effectively deliver a range of projects aimed at tackling poverty under the
core themes of “learning community”, “healthy community” and “prosperous
community”.
To deliver these projects with the meaningful participation of local residents
using co-productive approaches through the implementation of a Community
Involvement Plan.
To ensure the sustainability of these projects by

using community development principles and techniques to develop the
capacity of groups and individuals in Cardiff West to meet their needs
together

seeking opportunities for the further future development of CF projects by
ACE using alternative sustainable funding sources.

5.6

Activities: ACE currently employs 19 CF staff with expertise and skills in community
development, health, mental health, school and community based learning, business
and enterprise development, fuel poverty/energy, debt and benefits issues, project
management and administration. 29 projects are run under the programme in Cardiff
West, including:

a debt and benefits information drop-in service with Cardiff and Vale Citizens
Advice Bureau

a work club supporting unemployed people into training and employment
opportunities (with Cardiff Youth Service, Careers Wales and the Princes Trust)

social enterprise support and development

a family learning project, with local schools, supporting parents to engage with
their child’s learning while pursuing their own learning opportunities

community based adult education courses

the development of quality post-16 education opportunities in partnership with
local schools, further education and higher education providers

activities which support personal wellbeing, including the “Getaway” wellbeing
project and social support groups

healthy eating projects including local food co-operatives and healthy cooking
activities

physical activity projects including walking and cycling and community growing
projects.

5.7

Funding sources and cost: The programme is fully funded by the Welsh Government
through an annual grant of £729,352. In 2013/14 ACE charged a management fee of
£49,336 which supports the charity’s development, management and administration
costs and overheads.

5.8

Priority: Delivery of the Communities First programme is fundamental to pursuing
ACE’s charitable objectives. It enables ACE to:

deliver projects that have an impact on local poverty
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pilot, and demonstrate, the value of approaches that can then be developed
further and more sustainably outside the programme
develop a significant skills and experience base
develop a profile as a highly effective community development organisation.
start the process of developing a sustainable future using management fees
available through the CF contract.

The “Our Place” Community Hub
5.9

Objectives: “Our Place” is an asset development project crucial to the long-term
sustainability of the charity. It is designed to provide:

a hub for community development activity

appropriate space for ACE activities (eg office space, meetings, group sessions
etc)

space for a range of community activities

a home base for the Timeplace timebank and its network of groups and
individuals

income through the rental of space

a major permanent asset on which the future of ACE will be built.

5.10 Proposed activities: ACE will acquire and develop an existing community building for
its own use and use by the network of groups and organisations it supports.

Community involvement: The building will be appropriately and accessibly
located and the internal layout and facilities will be designed with local people
to ensure it can play a key role in the ongoing regeneration of Ely and Caerau.

Uses: The building will be a “home” for the Timeplace timebank. It will also be
used as a base or “hub” to support a range of other activities including, but not
limited to:

group meetings

training and development opportunities for local people

ACE service provision (eg Communities First job clubs, drop-in/advice
sessions etc)

social enterprise development

community events.

Income generation: Where appropriate, and in line with ACE values and
objectives, the building will be used as a source of income for ACE through the
long or short-term rental of space to other organisations. This may include:

the long term rental of office space to other organisations

the hiring of training rooms for one-off or repeated training activities

the hiring out of rooms for parties or community events

the provision of ‘hot-desking’ or other resources and facilities for small
local businesses

the hiring out of rooms to faith groups at weekends.

Volunteering: It is envisaged that, in line with ACE’s values and favoured
approaches, volunteers will be fundamental to the successful running of the Our
Place community hub. Potential roles for volunteers (who will be paid
timecredits through the Timeplace project) might include:
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staffing reception and administration
key holding/providing access to groups at weekend
basic decoration/maintenance/repair jobs/cleaning
providing catering in a small internal café.

5.11 The United Reform Church (URC), Grand Avenue, Ely: This building was originally
earmarked for the Our Place community hub, although it has not been possible to
reach agreement with the owners on its purchase. However, the original vision and
planning for the building provide a model for alternative developments elsewhere.
5.12 Other possible Our Place community hub buildings: Failure to secure the URC
building will lead to ACE pursuing alternative (temporary or permanent) venues for
the community-owned hub in order to start the process of asset development as early
as possible.

Caerau Evangelical Church Hall: ACE is currently seeking the long term sublease of a small evangelical church hall in Caerau. If successful, a small yearly
rental of £130 a year will be paid. The building will be used as a small base in
the Caerau side of the estate, providing space for community groups who are
interested in running youth clubs, homework clubs, learning activities and
heritage groups (the hall is located near Caerau Hillfort, the home of the CAER
Heritage Project). There is potential for the hall to generate income through the
hiring of space to Cardiff University for CAER Heritage activities or through the
hiring of space to training and education providers.

The Dusty Forge youth centre building: ACE is liaising with Cardiff Youth Service
to secure the use of this old youth and community centre (previously a pub) on
Cowbridge Rd West. The intention is to use the building on a temporary basis
for the provision of certain projects and services (e.g. the ongoing Dusty Forge
work club and adult education classes) and for urgent storage needs (e.g.
equipment for the garden maintenance project).

Alternative buildings: ACE will continue to seek other local opportunities by
liaising with Cardiff Council to explore opportunities afforded by their asset
transfer register and by actively looking for appropriate and available buildings
in the local area.
5.13 Funding:

Estimated cost: £300,000 for the purchase and refurbishment

Potential funding sources: Welsh Government Community Facilities Grant, Big
Lottery People and Places, Trust Funders (eg Esmee Fairbairn, Rank Foundation
etc).
5.14 Development timetable: This project has a very high priority. Progress is inevitably
dependent on which building is secured for the hub, the pace of completing legal
contracts, and the availability of funding. The timetable must be flexible, but the
following sequence is indicative:

building identified– end June, 2014

summer activities to involve community in consultations and planning

lease and other legalities completed + initial (Stage 1) Big Lottery bid submitted
– end of August 2014
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building occupied for pilot community activities – by Christmas 2014
building development funding secured (as necessary) – June 2015
refurbishment/conversion work – summer and autumn 2015
grand opening – Christmas 2015.

Funded community services
5.15 The Timeplace timebanking project:

Objectives:

to continue to run the Timeplace timebank effectively with partners Spice

to increase levels of community participation in Ely and Caerau

to develop a strong infrastructure of autonomous and sustainable
community groups which can provide a basis for the co-production of
effective projects and services aimed at meeting ACE and community aims

to reward volunteer involvement in an inclusive and fair manner

to support effective local engagement with service providers

to develop an alternative currency which facilitates access to leisure (and
other) opportunities for those experiencing poverty

Description:

Timeplace is a well established project run by ACE in partnership with
national social innovation organisation Spice. Active volunteers are paid a
timecredit for every hour given in service to the local community.
Timecredits can be spent on a range of activities, services and trips
provided by corporate partners and participating community groups.

The project has provided a strong basis for an increase in community
participation. To date over 900 people have earned timecredits and over
80 groups are registered with Timeplace. This network of groups and
individuals is the infrastructure on which ACE is building the co-production
of local projects and services, including the delivery of a number of the
Communities First projects.

Estimated cost: The estimated full cost of continuing this extremely important
and effective project when current funding runs out in March 2015 is
approximately £50,000 per year.

Funding sources: Timeplace has been funded by Spice using money from a range
of sources including the Communities First Outcomes Fund, the Big Lottery and
European Interreg funding. ACE is currently exploring potential sources of trust
funding for a core Timeplace post with the aim of sustaining and developing the
project.

Priority: Timeplace is a well established high-profile project which has been
extremely successful. It is difficult to imagine ACE continuing to deliver projects
effectively in line with its core aims of meaningful community participation and
empowerment without Timeplace. It has the highest priority of any project after
the creation of the community centre hub.

Project evolution: Spice is currently exploring the roll out of timebanking to
other Cardiff communities and ACE is in an excellent position to partner with
them in training other community organisations and by providing a
“demonstration hub” in Ely/Caerau (based at the Our Place community hub).
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This could form a key aspect of ACE’s training and consultation services
described under sections 5.30 and 5.31 below.
5.16 Community Ambassador Project: This three-year project was launched in Ely and
Caerau in October 2013.

Objectives:
- to recruit 50 volunteer “community ambassadors” in Ely and Caerau,
and develop their capacity and skills to establish a network of family,
friends, neighbours and acquaintances who are currently not engaged
in community activity
- to enable the community ambassadors to share local information with
their networks, and to encourage participation (particularly in healthrelated activities)
- to support the ambassadors and their networks to positively influence
the services of local, city-wide and national health providers.

Description: The Community Ambassador Project is one of ten Cardiff projects
that together make up Cardiff Third Sector Council’s “Community Voice”
portfolio, which is aimed at empowering service users to influence health service
provision in the city. The Community Ambassador scheme is the only element of
the programme to have a local rather than city-wide focus.

Funding sources and cost: The three-year Community Ambassador Project is
funded by the Big Lottery at a total cost of £115,000. This is the largest grant
secured by ACE so far outside the Communities First programme.

Future: The Community Ambassador Project will be integrated with the
Timeplace timebanking project when funding ends in 2016.
5.17 Gardening and Maintenance Project:

Objectives:

to provide a quality, trustworthy, good value gardening and maintenance
service to local people in Cardiff (particularly vulnerable people)

to build local skills and to support local people into quality paid work

to improve the quality of the local environment

to become sustainable through the development of a customer base
(including private customers and contractual work)

to generate profit for re-investment in the work of ACE

Description: A feasibility study commissioned by ACE identified the provision of
garden maintenance services as a viable enterprise proposition. A range of
services will be provided, initially in Ely and Caerau but also further afield (where
there is a market). The project will be run by a paid project co-ordinator/trainer
and 5 local trainees will be recruited through Communities First’s local work club
projects.

Funding sources and cost: Costs for year one are estimated at approximately
£58,000. Cardiff Council have recently committed to providing this as seed
funding, with a commitment to tapered funding over years two and three as the
enterprise begins to generate income.

Priority: This project has a high priority.

The feasibility study has demonstrated that there is a potential market.

It is a highly desirable opportunity to pilot a social enterprise approach.
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ACE’s partners the People and Work Unit have important funding links and
are eager to get started.
Communities First is running associated training and employment-related
projects and can contribute to the start up.
With the above assistance the project can be established and operating by
June 2015.

5.18 Fuel Poverty Project:

Objectives:

to provide a range of community based services and activities aimed at
tackling fuel poverty, and to ensure that the most vulnerable residents of
Ely and Caerau are able to benefit from these services

to integrate these services into wider activities aimed at tackling local
multiple deprivation and poverty

to explore opportunities to roll these services and activities out in other
Cardiff communities (particularly Communities First areas)

to generate sustainable income through the provision of specialist,
community based, services across Cardiff (and possibly further afield). See
the “Love Your Home” project proposal below.

Project description: ACE’s fuel poverty project will combine a number of
approaches piloted in Ely, Caerau and Fairwater under the Communities First
programme. These include the provision of

crisis support for those unable to heat their home

energy saving advice through home visits, drop-ins and groups sessions

energy saving devices

training for a team of local energy volunteers/ambassadors

group energy buying schemes

promotion for renewable energy opportunities

a Young Energy People (energy youth ambassador) project in local schools.

Estimated cost: £50,000 per annum

Funding sources: Work is under way to investigate potential funding sources
including the Welsh Government’s Jobs Growth Wales scheme for the
employment of an energy advisor.

Priority: High. This project will be based on a range of viable approaches already
piloted under the Communities First programme. These have created the
necessary staff and volunteer expertise, and there is evidence that added value
might be gained by combining these and developing them further. It is proposed
to launch this project by September 2015.
5.19 The Community Food/Growing Project:

Objectives:

To tackle health inequality through:
 the provision of healthy, locally sourced food to those experiencing food
poverty
 opportunities for healthy outdoor growing activity
 opportunities for positive mental wellbeing through the development of
social networks
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to make positive use of underused and/or misused public spaces
to strategically combine a number of local approaches to tackling poor
health and food poverty including Cardiff foodbank, local food cooperatives, the Cardiff Sustainable Food City initiative, Cardiff Council
community growing sites allocation, local allotments, local training in
community growing, local mapping activities, and community participation
through Timeplace and the Community Ambassador project.
Description:

The Community Food/Growing project will build on a number of projects
that have been piloted under the Communities First programme. It will
develop increased opportunities for community based growing and will
seek ways to make the resulting produce available to residents.

Community members will be involved in identifying underused public
spaces for community growing.

Community growing groups will be established and arrangements for
community ownership of land (eg through asset transfer) will be explored
to enhance sustainability.

Links will be explored with local food co-operatives, Cardiff Foodbank,
Cardiff Council, the Federation of City Farms and Community Gardens,
Cardiff Public Health Team and others.
Funding: The estimated cost is £50,000 per annum.

A feasibility study which includes an investigation of potential funding
sources will be completed in May 2014.

CF development will support community involvement and develop project
group.

Independent grant funded project established to succeed CF programme
support in by April 2016.
Priority: This project will be based on a range of successful approaches already
piloted under the Communities First programme. The expertise of staff and
volunteers and has been established, and partnership working is well developed.
The proposed project will combine these proven elements, and could be
established by April 2016.

5.20 The Caerau and Ely Rediscovering Heritage Project (CAER Heritage):

Objectives:
- to engage community members in high quality, co-produced research
into local heritage
- to support community members (especially those who are currently
unemployed) to develop skills through adult education classes and
active involvement in heritage related activities, and to equip them to
progress to other education opportunities and employment
- to develop a shared understanding of local heritage which can
positively influence engagement with current community needs and
opportunities.

Description: The high profile CAER Heritage Project is a well established
initiative run by Cardiff University’s School of History, Archaeology and Religion
in partnership with ACE, local schools and local community groups. It has seen
hundreds of community members engaged in a wide range of heritage related
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activities, including two large scale archaeological excavations at Caerau Iron
Age Hillfort (featured on Channel 4’s Time Team). 50 local adults have access
accredited training courses.
Opportunities are being explored for developing the project further by:
- developing more effective pathways from initial engagement into
higher education
- seeking opportunities for heritage based social enterprise
development (eg development of film-making services, development
of iron-age related craft activities etc)
Funding sources: The CAER Heritage Project has been funded from a number of
sources thus far, including £10,000 from the Heritage Lottery Fund for an
engagement project with disadvantaged young people run by ACE (the Pathway
to the Past Project). ACE is working in partnership with the University to apply
for substantial additional funding to further develop the project.
Potential: The CAER Heritage Project has provided many important benefits for
the local people who have been involved and for the image of the area, and
there is considerable scope for extending it. Cardiff University have agreed to
include provision for the hiring of ACE’s community development services and
ACE management and core costs within future bids.
Priority: ACE will contribute in future as a community-based partner as and
when opportunities arise. Any practical project involvement is likely to be from
2017 onwards.

5.21 Crowd funding to support community activities:

Objective and activities: ACE will investigate the possibilities for using social
networking and phone technology to persuade local people to make instant
donations to good causes. Appeals would be disseminated over existing
networks and arrangements made to process donations via credit cards or other
means by internet.

Targets: An existing campaign to raise money for the valuable and popular
annual Ely Firework Night (which was cancelled in 2013 because of lack of funds)
could be the first appeal to benefit. There is an initial fundraising target of £3000
to reinstate the event, which the donations could contribute to. An initial
success is likely to generate further local interest.

Management: If viable the simple scheme will be set up by ACE staff and
managed with the support of timebanking volunteers and associated community
groups.

Priority: High. This is a low-cost, low-risk potential “quick win” project will be
piloted to support the 2014 Ely Firework Night.
5.22 Managing the evolution of grant-funded projects

A strategy for continuity and sustainability: It will not be assumed that every
ACE project must be preserved after its initial funding period comes to an end or
that it must stop when funding stops. The longer term potential of each initiative
will be evaluated to identify:

the range and quality of the impacts it has

transferable methodologies

its manageability
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synergy with other ACE programmes and

value for money.
The future options: In this way:

the potential for sustainability and/or ongoing funding will be kept under
way from the time it starts

refunded or partly or entirely new activities can be developed in
innovative ways while preserving the most effective and successful aspects
of projects which are coming to an end

the best aspects of similar or compatible activities which may not survive
on their own can be combined to create new projects which benefit from
economies of scale and unified management arrangements

volunteers may be motivated to sustain valuable projects with
substantially reduced funding

the potential of community activities to close the funding gap by
generating their own income can be positively encouraged.
Evolution into trading ventures: ACE will be especially alert to community
activities and grant funded projects which have the capacity to evolve into
trading ventures, and will aim to nurture this potential when it emerges:

grant funded activities can be treated as market research or practical pilots
for later community trading ventures

the Communities First staff team can contribute to this process without
the complications of business involvement.
An example of evolution – the “Love Your Home” enterprise: The above
approaches to the possibility of long-term project evolution and sustainability
are already being applied to the fuel poverty and gardening projects which may
be difficult to preserve if they are each required to stand on their own.

Objectives: There may be a much more promising future if:
 the two schemes are combined to create a project with unified branding,
marketing and management which promotes a better home life
experience for Cardiff residents (an expansion of the present CF
“Community Pride” initiative in Ely and Caerau)
 both projects are diversified to extend the range of potential services they
can provide – with less successful services being abandoned in the light of
experience to safeguard more popular elements.

Services: Suggested project enhancements, each of which can be
evaluated, include:
 fuel economy equipment sales to the public
 gardening serves extended to homes throughout Cardiff and public open
space
 links and contracts with other registered social landlords – eg in
association with new housing developments currently planned for the
area
 links with timebanking volunteers to support the development of the
business, including its marketing
 fitting solar panels on ACE’s own premises as a cost-saving and income
generating measure and showcase for what can be achieved
 provision of solar panel installations to cut energy costs in other
community buildings in return for ACE receiving the feed-in tariff
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possible demonstration or research contracts with energy suppliers
(emulating an earlier contract with Western Power Distribution)
 possible links with recycling initiatives
 Jobs Growth Wales training places
 action research to develop new opportunities.
Priority: 2017 onwards. Investigation of these and other possibilities will
be continuous. The proposed integration could begin to take place
towards the end of a three-year funding period.

Community trading
5.23 The Family Shop:

Objectives:

to sell a range of good quality children’s clothes, equipment and toys,
including low-cost goods for families on low incomes, and higher value
refurbished items at accessible prices

to involve volunteers in an appealing recycling project with opportunities
for work experience in retail trading

Activities: The project involves operating a retail outlet selling second hand and
new children’s goods, based partly on public donations. It is envisaged that a
pilot venture could be established by volunteers at the Our Place community
hub to test arrangements for collecting, cleaning repairing/refurbishing,
marketing and selling to the public. A longer term objective would be to become
established in a conventional retail shop, and to create paid employment
(perhaps at manager level).

Priority: Medium.

This is a potential “quick win” pilot project which could be initiated by
volunteers at the Our Place community hub by early 2016.

Feasibility research and planning would be necessary for a more
substantial project after the end of the CF programme. If viable it could be
in operation by December 2016.
5.24 ACE Catering:

Objectives:

to establish a catering capacity within ACE’s community facilities which will
serve users of the building and provide a launch pad for other potential
catering services

if facilities allow, providing accredited catering training, volunteer and
work experience placements and some paid employment in catering.

to add value to ACE’s social and commercial activities.

Activities: A basic “community café” facility will be essential for the Our Place
community hub. Once a basic operation is established, ACE will investigate ways
to develop additional services which might include:

catering for parties and private social events in the Our Place community
hub

buffet meals for attendees at training courses, seminars etc to improve the
marketability of other ACE trading activities

an outside catering service.
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Priority: High, and easily started as a modest internal cafe.

A café facility involving volunteers will be established ready to operate
after building refurbishment work is completed at the Our Place
community hub. The provisional target date is December 2015.

Feasibility research will be needed for effectively developing, marketing
and managing any enhanced catering service, which could be operating by
April 2017.
Constraints: There are several catering establishments in and around the Ely and
Caerau area, and it would be essential not to provide unfair (volunteer-run)
competition to neighbouring businesses by selling takeaway food to the public.

5.25 ACE Temping: This ambitious and innovative proposal combines an idea for a
commercial self-supporting business with a compelling social mission to help local
residents into paid employment.

Objectives:

The temping agency would aim in particular to secure realistic
employment opportunities for young people.

It would help to make training courses more effective and meet the needs
of the local labour market.

Possible approach: Planning is at an early stage but it is envisaged that ACE
might simultaneously:

encourage training agencies (including ACE’s training arm) to deliver high
quality training in areas identified by local employers

support unemployed people with “job club” activities such as writing CVs
and job searches (through funded programmes such as Communities First)

work with employers to provide the staffing they need on a commission
basis.

Priority: The difficulty of establishing all the elements of this project mean that it
must be a long-term prospect with low priority. Depending on the outcome of
further investigation and the progress of other activities, including ACE training
services, a feasibility study will be carried out by April 2016
5.26 Childcare and nursery facilities:

Objectives: Action is needed to address a shortage of affordable childcare in Ely
and Caerau which are demonstrably depriving some residents of the opportunity
to take up training and employment. A favoured option is a possible community
owned and run childcare nursery.

Challenges and approaches

To be affordable for residents and to become sustainable a childcare
venture would almost certainly need to be run in conjunction with training
and other programmes which meet the costs of some of the available
places.

Nursery provision would also be more likely to survive in association with
other facilities for unemployed people including grant-funded projects for
unemployed people, training courses in ACE’s own premises, and
proposed temping agency (above).

Priority and achievability:
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Feasibility research to explore possible barriers to take up and to develop a
business model which can work in the area will completed by January 2017
Although greatly needed, a project is likely to be expensive and timeconsuming to set up and could take many months to become sustainable.
This gives it a relatively low priority – ie towards the end of a five-year ACE
programme of development in 2018/19 – unless resources become
available earlier.

5.27 Other community trading. Further ideas will emerge in time and be brought into the
programme above as appropriate. They will be explored and evaluated as resources
allow, along with the following suggestions which have emerged from consultations.

Cottage craftsman: An idea for a small retail outlet selling home-made goods
and craft works produced by residents will be examined further. Options include
charging a commission for selling work made privately, and feeding the business
with craft and other work produced by groups of trainees or craftwork
enthusiasts.

IT services for the third sector – providing employment for skilled IT workers
who have passed through ACE training courses, with ACE providing the
management and marketing capacity which individuals lack.

Cycle services including bike maintenance.

Options arising from the Caer Heritage Project – ACE has powerful partners in
Cardiff University who share an ambition to develop sustainable activities from
the Heritage Project. So far no winning trading ideas have emerged but
investigations will continue. Income generating activities are not expected to
start before 2018.

Selling ACE’s knowledge and skills
5.28 The Communities First successor programme: It is too early to speculate what the
successor to Communities First might look like. But ACE is keen to take advantage of
its successful delivery of the programme, its reputation for financial competence and
efficiency, and it track record as a reliable partner to Cardiff Council in any tenders or
negotiations to deliver a future anti-poverty programme in the city. It is recognised
that this may look quite different in scope and geography, and that the charity will
need to continue building its governance and management capacity to qualify for a
possible future role supporting programmes elsewhere in Cardiff.
5.29 Contracting to provide devolved council services:

Potential opportunities: Cardiff Council is currently in the process of
restructuring the way it delivers its services, and it is likely that there will be a
significant move towards subcontracting some of them to other agencies. ACE is
keen to explore any options which may emerge in areas where it has developed
expertise – for instance, in youth and children’s services, family support services,
sustainable employment schemes, social facilities for elderly people, and
training.

Challenges: Future contracts can be expected in some or all cases to involve
work across the whole of Cardiff, and ACE will need to evaluate its capacity to
meet requirements as individual opportunities arise. It will certainly want to
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avoid bidding for contracts which it is not adequately equipped for, or which
take it into areas which are not covered by its organisation priorities (Section 4).
ACE’s unique selling points: However, in competition with other agencies ACE
would hope to emerge as:

a strong voluntary sector contender in terms of its practical experience
and track record

an organisation uniquely trusted by residents to understand their needs
and ways of working with them which cannot be matched by other
agencies working in the community but based far away

an organisation with existing links with many key public and voluntary
sector agencies working with the community.
Shaping up to possibilities: ACE will take a number of key steps to ensure that it
is considered seriously if and when it decides to bid for work from the Council or
other public bodies.

carrying out risk assessments of the potential for delivering Cardiff-wide
services

establishing partnerships with locally based agencies in other
disadvantaged parts of Cardiff to enable ACE’s ”local” credentials to be
emulated elsewhere

securing essential qualifications/quality standards to meet contractor
requirements

training and pilot experience with preparing tender documents.
Priority: While the timing of tendering opportunities cannot be predicted, it is
essential that senior ACE staff are urgently geared up with the skills and the
management capacity to compile successful contract bids. Staff training will be
completed by October 2014.

5.30 Delivering training services:

Objectives:

to provide high quality training services to voluntary and community
organisations

to sell the training expertise and contacts built up through work with the
CF programme to generate income

Activities: ACE will investigate the possibility of providing a wide-ranging training
service with appropriate accreditation and ACE branding based on existing skills
and course plans. The scope might include:

high-demand technical topics such as food hygiene, and first aid

community development and voluntary sector governance

specialisms such as tackling poverty and job readiness.

Market: Training activities can be started on a modest pilot basis to test the
market and practicalities. The ACE name and reputation together with its CF
associations potentially provide access to a significant voluntary sector market in
South Wales. Partnership building within Cardiff could also help to secure
training commissions from public sector agencies who want to share ACE’s
successful approach and expertise with other disadvantaged communities in the
city.

Resources:
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Trainers would include members of staff (for a limited number of sessions
per year to avoid disruption to core job responsibilities), and specialist
trainers who have helped to deliver CF courses and sessions.

Training sessions would take place on ACE’s premises (especially the
proposed Our Place community hub) to recycle room rental fees.

ACE will aim to recruit some trainers from among local residents who have
benefited from its work and who are able to communicate their own
inspirational case studies in a training or seminar environment.
Development possibilities: In the longer term training might be linked to event
management – providing comprehensive packages of accommodation, catering
and organisation for conferences and seminars.
Priority: Medium.

Pilot courses could be running on a small scale in the summer of 2015.

The target for establishing a fully branded training service offering courses
across Cardiff and beyond is 2017.
Costs: Met from existing resources.

5.31 Consultancy work:

Objectives: as for training, above

Opportunity and demand: It is anticipated that as awareness of the flagship ACE
enterprise becomes known through the voluntary and public sectors in Wales
and beyond, there will be an emerging demand for the charity to translate its
successful approaches to other disadvantaged communities. Income generating
opportunities will be missed unless it is geared up effectively to secure
contracts.

Activities: ACE will investigate options for providing consultancy support to
other organisations based on its accumulated knowledge and skills in
community development work.

The remarkable success of its timebanking scheme – one of the largest in
Britain – is an obvious starting point with significant potential for ACE to
roll out its unique approach in other communities in partnership with
Spice.

The progress of Communities First projects and the growth of non-CF
project work, and asset and enterprise development initiatives are likely to
produce other areas of marketable expertise as ACE’s own experience
grows.

Successful business planning, organisational structures, fundraising,
management and governance are also possible sources of specialist
expertise.

The market: In some contexts focusing on selling marketable knowledge and
skills on a consultancy basis may prove to be more achievable in the medium
term than winning competitive contracts to deliver comprehensive services
across the whole of Cardiff. The charity could effectively become a
subcontractor serving the needs of the main service delivery bodies (either with
the County Council or to main service delivery contractors).

Constraints: The main constraint on undertaking consultancy work – as
development trusts have often discovered – will be the demands on senior staff
to address challenges within the parent organisation, rather than earning money
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helping other community groups. The advantage for ACE is that it starts with a
large and highly skilled CF staff, some of whom may in time be able to share the
workload manageably.
Target:

Ad hoc consultancy services subject to staff availability could be provided
from 2015 onwards in response to invitations for specific skills (eg
timebanking development and community engagement)

A formally branded ACE service marketing its skills will take longer and
much greater organisational capacity to get established. The target is
2018.

5.32 Property development and housing: The necessary and irrevocable commitment to
secure and develop property in Ely and Caerau for community benefit introduces the
possibility of more ambitious long-term initiatives, including workspace projects and
rented housing schemes. These are highly competitive areas of activity hemmed in by
constraints, financial risk and potential problems. But ACE aims to remain alert to
opportunities. A feasibility study will be carried out before the end of 2018.
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Section 6: Building a sound organisation:
6.1

Context: This section describes the detailed governance and management
arrangements which have been set up over the course of more than two years to cater
for the complex and demanding work of a sustainable, multi-function community
development and social enterprise organisation which is rooted in the area where it
operates.

6.2

The approach: The board and staff have been careful at each stage to:

secure internal expertise and take professional advice to meet their needs (see
below)

follow best practice elsewhere in the voluntary sector

take steps which are relevant to anticipated need but which allow flexibility for
unforeseen changes

ensure that they have the capacity to operate each new set of arrangements
effectively before moving ahead.
The result is a solid foundation for growth and a pace of development which has
equalled earlier aspirations but has been significantly faster than expected.

6.3

The professional advisors:

Nigel Jones, director and Vice Chair – a solicitor with Cardiff solicitors JMD Law.

Penny Smith, director – a retired third-sector fundraising manager

Cassie Bodington, director and Chair – a former finance advisor

Shirley David – Finance consultant

Crownford – HR services

MWR Accountants – Accountancy services

Cardiff Third Sector Council, Wales Co-operative Centre, Development Trust
Association Wales – professional advisors to the voluntary sector

Mel Witherden, ACE Development Advisor – a community development and
social enterprise consultant.

6.4

Company policies: ACE has a full range of written company policies on equalities,
financial probity and other issues affecting its responsibilities to employees, users,
members of the public (including children and other vulnerable groups) and the
environment. These have been drawn up following guidance from professional
advisors.

Governance Arrangements
6.5

Company structure: The ACE “family” of enterprises consists of:

The parent organisation – ACE (Action in Caerau and Ely) Limited, abbreviated to
“ACE” – which is a company limited by guarantee and a registered charity.

A subsidiary company – Firstplace (Cardiff) Limited – which is a private company
limited by shares with ACE as the only shareholder. The purpose of Firstplace is
exclusively to manage and deliver the Communities First programme in West
Cardiff with funding from The Welsh Government under contract to Cardiff
Council.
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The potential for one or more additional subsidiaries to be set up (with the same
simple structure as Firstplace) in order to manage future trading activities by the
charity, if and when they are required.

6.6

The benefits of the company structure: The creation in 2014 of the Firstplace
subsidiary company creates an important distinction within the organisation between
the charitable core (ACE) and the massive resources of the temporary Communities
First programme. This will be crucial for:

providing assurance to the Welsh Government and CCC of the clear financial
separation of CF finances from those of the charity

protecting the charity from the potentially catastrophic financial consequences
of unforeseen problems with CF funding

creating a clear space outside CF where ACE can grow independently - through
securing project funds, developing assets and setting up trading activities

enabling ACE to invest in its own independent management staff for the first
time – the new part time post of Development Manager – to drive the charity’s
long-term development

enabling ACE to be seen as a legitimate recipient of the CF Management Fee for
supplying services to CF (such as financial administration, transport, professional
guidance etc).

6.7

ACE Membership:

Local membership: ACE (Caerau and Ely) is a “community-owned” company with
membership open to any individual who lives or works in, and any organisation
operating in, Caerau and Ely. There are currently 230 signed up members

Recruitment policies:

Individuals or organisations wishing to become members of ACE are
required to complete and submit a membership form. ACE and Timeplace
membership has been combined, so that submission of a single form
allows access to both. This ensures an active rather than passive ACE
membership (with most members giving active time to community
projects and receiving timecredits for their efforts).

Membership of ACE is approved by the ACE Development Manager (with
full authorisation from the ACE board) following receipt of a fully
completed membership form and on condition that the applicant meets
the requirements for membership as laid out in ACE’s Memorandum and
Articles of Association.

A list of members (including contact details, date of birth, date
membership authorised etc) is kept electronically. A list of new members
is presented to the ACE board for information at monthly board meetings.

There is currently no membership fee.

Roles of members and benefits of membership: ACE members:

receive regular information about ACE services and projects

are automatically signed up to the Timeplace timebank and are supported
to volunteer in local activities and projects in return for timecredits

have access to the full range of Timeplace “spend” opportunities including
services provided by corporate partners and purchasable with timecredits
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are encouraged to influence the direction of the organisation using the full
range of consultation and engagement methods set out in section 2.9.
are entitled to attend the ACE Annual General Meeting , to nominate
themselves and/or other members for election on to the ACE board, and
to vote in elections and on other matters arising at AGMs.

6.8

The role of the ACE Board members:

The members of the ACE board are directors of the company and trustees of the
charity. They are responsible for operating the organisation within the law and
are publically accountable.

The board consists of no more than 12 people (11 currently in office). Members
are elected in rotation for a term of up to three years at the Annual General
Meeting to provide stability and continuity. (Up to three members may
alternatively be co-opted at other times to serve until the following AGM.)

The board meets monthly to:

receive reports from senior staff and subcommittees

monitor finances, service delivery and the charity’s development

set policy and take major decisions on personnel, financial and project
development issues.

The board may be supported by non-elected and non-voting Advisors who are
appointed for their special knowledge or expertise. Advisors may regularly
attend meetings of the board and its subcommittees, or attend specific meetings
by invitation.

6.9

Board make up and experience: ACE policy is to encourage as far as possible a balance
of local residents who are active in the community and others who have specialist
skills and knowledge of value to the charity. In practice almost all directors have a
personal association with Ely, Caerau and the surrounding area through current or
previous residence or employment. The collective commitment to the organisation by
members who have a diverse range of personal backgrounds is major strength for the
charity. Membership in April 2014 consisted of:

Cassie Bodington, Chair, business owner and former local credit union worker,
former Caerau resident

Nigel Jones, Vice Chair, solicitor and former Ely resident

Penny Smith, Treasurer, retired third-sector fundraising manager and volunteer,
Ely resident

Kim Day, Member of Timeplace steering group, member of various local
community groups, Ely resident

Ben Dineen, Wales manager for Spice (Timeplace delivery partner)

Cheryl Hughes, Chair or Ely Community Mothers, Ely resident

Nicola Hughes, CEO Dusty Forge Youth Centre

Dawn Mannay, Lecturer in Social Sciences, Cardiff University, Ely resident

Sue Leader, Chair of Ely PACT (Police and Communities Together) meetings,
bedroom tax campaigner, Ely resident

Jean O’Keefe, St David’s Church Warden, Chair of Ely Wheelies, Caerau resident

Peter Sullivan, Leader of Ely Garden Villagers, Ely resident.

6.10 Board training and development:
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Prospective board members are provided with information about the
organisation and the opportunity for personal discussion with a senior member
of staff.
New members automatically receive an extensive membership pack (including
the articles of association, copies of key policy documents, accounts and
company reports, a guide to members’ roles and responsibilities) and have a
personal interview with the Development Manager
It is a responsibility of all directors to help new members to become involved as
quickly as possible by answering their questions and making board discussions as
understandable and accessible as possible.
An ACE Annual Review Day includes opportunities for directors to work with
staff, and learn more about the organisation and their duties as directors.

6.11 The relationship with Firstplace (Cardiff) Limited: The relationship between ACE and
its subsidiary company Firstplace is formalised in a detailed and evolving written
Partnership Agreement which sets out:

governance arrangements – the shared objectives of the two companies,
recognition of their individual priorities, the respective roles and responsibilities
of the two company boards etc

management arrangements between the ACE Development Manager and the
Firstplace CF Cluster Manager – their separate roles, joint working, formal and
informal meetings, mutual support

personnel arrangements for staff who have jobs in both companies

the requirement to harmonise company policies, procedures and practices as
far as possible, particularly the co-ordination of financial and office
administration for efficient working

provision for troubleshooting if problems arise.
6.12 Board subcommittees: The ACE Board has the power to delegate activities and
decision-making to formally established subcommittees, subject to requirements for
regular reporting and the Board’s authority to alter or rescind the arrangements.
Subcommittees may include paid staff and non-elected board Advisors. This flexible
facility is used currently for:

a permanent Finance subcommittee (see below)

ad hoc appointment panels for recruiting certain senior staff

task and finish groups – eg for work preparing the Strategic Plan.
6.13 Board meetings and reports:

Attendance: The ACE board meets monthly throughout the year. Attendance
includes:

Board members and Board Advisors

The Development Manager, the CF Cluster Manager, the Development
Advisor

Members of staff and outside organisation by specific invitation to inform
members about their work or outside activities (especially to help
directors to reach policy decisions).

Reports: Reports and papers considered at board meetings include:

previous minutes with monitored action points
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the Managers’ Report: prepared jointly by the Development manager and
Cluster Manager to report progress, raise issues for discussion, and make
recommendations for policy decisions
finance report with balance sheet and income and expenditure report.
other papers for information or decision making.

Operational management arrangements
6.14 The Development Manager’s role:

Status: The Development Manager role was established as a part time post, with
the clear objective of upgrading it to a full time position as soon as finances
allow. It is an important first step in the process of establishing ACE as a
sustainable enterprise.

Funding the role:

The Development Manager is currently funded under Communities First
management fee arrangements. In the short term it is hoped to increase
resources for the post using grant funding secured for core management
costs. See also Section 7 on achieving financial sustainability.

In the longer term the post will be funded from a flexible combination of
management fees for contracts and projects, rentals, and other earned
income.

ACE aims to pursue grants to close the funding gap between the present
part time job and a full-time post. This funding, which might be on a
tapering basis, is seen as an interim arrangement. The goal of achieving a
self-supporting post will remain paramount. Resources for longer term
development are considered further in the “Looking forward” section
below.

In order to provide stability and security for the post holder and maintain
the position through times of possible financial constraints, the
management role could be temporarily “topped up” with non-managerial
project work in one of ACE’s grant funded initiatives.

The twin challenge: The two main objectives of the job are defined as:

helping to build the capacity of individuals and groups in the community so
that they can influence the pace and direction of regeneration, and

diversifying income sources and accelerating the pace of income
generation to fund the work of the charity.

Summary of manger’s roles: A full job description is provided in Appendix 4.
Important tasks include:

planning and securing resources for community development projects
which meet the needs of local people

securing building assets to accommodate ACE activities and generate
income

pursuing opportunities for contracts and other income generating
community projects

working with and supporting the ACE Board, the CF Cluster Manager and
other partners in the community, voluntary and public sectors to ensure
the charity’s objectives are delivered

providing senior level management and/or monitoring for ACE projects
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overseeing the effective administration of the charity, including financial
and personnel management, promotion and evaluation arrangements.

6.15 Financial management and administration: The Development Manager will be
supported by experienced part time staff who have transferred partly or wholly from
roles with Communities First. The posts and current hours are:

Office Manager: (6 hours per week) Overseeing effective administration
procedures

Finance Officer (2 days per week) [duties?] The Finance Manager will oversee
the separate accounting arrangements for ACE and Firstplace in a standardised
format.
6.16 Project management arrangements: It is essential for ACE’s independence and
financial survival to set up new grant-funded projects as quickly as possible. But doing
so will create an ever-increasing management burden for the Development Manager
who will be ultimately responsible for personnel, service delivery, finance and
reporting etc for every new activity. Safety measures will include:

adjusting the pace of developments to a rate which is safe and manageable

arranging a system of “early warning alarms” to ensure the board is made aware
of difficulties before they arise and to avoid overloading staff and harming
management standards

clarifying the Board’s responsibility for supporting the staff through this
transitional stage

ongoing fundraising for additional development staff time.
6.17 Management support: The Board recognises the size of the challenges facing the
Development Manager with very limited additional staff resources – especially while
the position is part time – and is strongly committed to providing support to make
progress more achievable. This includes:

requiring smooth and effective communication and collaboration with the
Firstplace Cluster Manager and other CF project staff

providing sensitive supervision and support through the Chair

providing guidance and practical help through the Development Advisor
consultancy

agreeing realistic and practical objectives and achievable targets with the
Development Manager

developing working relationships with Board members and other volunteers to
share the workload where possible.
6.18 Personnel management:

Communities First employees: The creation of Firstplace in 2014 has involved
the formal transfer of all CF staff from ACE (Action in Caerau and Ely) Limited to
become employees of Firstplace (Cardiff) Limited – due to come into effect in
the summer of 2014. The continuity of their employment is recognised. This was
carried out with the full approval of staff affected. No other employment
arrangements have been affected.

Staff supervision: Established arrangements for staff supervision which have
worked successfully in the past have been retained.
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The Development Manager will be supervised by the ACE Chair
Supervision for other members of the ACE staff will continue to be
provided by Firstplace Cluster Manager liaising with the Development
Manager.

Financial management and administration
6.19 Financial record keeping: Rigorous systems have been designed for administering
Communities First funding, and these have passed due diligence scrutiny by Cardiff
Council. Identical policies and procedures have been established by ACE for its
separate funding arrangements.

Sage Accounts: ACE finances will be managed in parallel with CF by the same
Sage Accounts system.

purchases and receipts documentation: supporting documentation is filed in
reference order

bank accounts and petty cash are reconciled monthly, and all supporting
documentation and receipts are filed and retained

fixed assets costing more than £250 are documented in detail, and recorded in
the annual accounts.

income: it will probably be necessary in due course to adopt a new credit control
systems to manage earned income.
6.20 Monitoring and reporting

The Finance Subcommittee: The Finance Officer prepares draft management
accounts for a monthly meeting of the Finance Subcommittee whose
membership includes the Treasurer, at least one other board member, the
Development Manager, Firstplace Cluster Manager and the Development
Advisor. The draft report is scrutinised and current finance issues discussed.
Recommendations for action by the staff may be made at this stage.

Reports to the board: The Finance Officer’s report is circulated in advance. It
presents information itemised separately for CF (Firstplace) and ACE, including:

a simplified monthly balance sheet (not including fixed assets), and a table
showing changes in ACE’s “net current assets” figure (ie reserves) over
recent months

the income and expenditure account for the past month

explanatory notes about key financial movements, grant income and
major purchases.

Annual accounts: Preliminary annual accounts are prepared by the Finance
Officer for the accountants MWR Accountants. Final accounts are adopted by
the Board and presented to the Annual General Meeting.
6.21 Financial safeguards: The systems for cash handling, banking, record keeping, filing
and reporting of financial information follow standards recommended by the
consultant financial advisor and approved (in the case of Communities First) by Cardiff
Council audit staff.
6.22 Reserves policy: ACE aims to build reserves sufficient to meet the redundancy
entitlement of existing staff (inherited from their employment with CF) and operating
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costs for a period of four to six months. ACE is working towards a nominal target
figure of £50,000 – significantly more than the current financial reserves of under
£20,000. The evolution of this policy will be kept under review.

Looking forward
6.23 Building capacity: There a many planning issues which cannot be realistically
addressed immediately and which will form the basis for ongoing work by the Board –
leading to an updated version of the Strategic Plan in the course of the next 12 to 24
months. These include:

risk assessment

income generation to support a full time management post (see section 7)

the end of Communities First (ie the inevitable upheavals to management,
staffing and funding arrangements when the Communities First programme is
either wound down or replaced with a successor initiative)

partnership development

the leadership succession.
6.24 The risk assessment:

A preliminary assessment has been carried out to highlight possible
management challenges and identify potential action to avert or ameliorate
them (see Appendix 5).

It is proposed that a more thorough review of ACE’s risk management strategy
will be carried out as part of a future governance and management planning.
The aim will be to establish a Risk Management Policy, formalise procedures
currently undertaken and identify more clearly areas where risk activities could
be strengthened.
6.25 Supporting the post of Development Manager:

The long term objective is to fund core management and administration
functions in ACE from multiple sources which will, to a significant extent, include
management fees for running grant funded projects and contracts. This
approach to sustainability is explained in detail in Section 7.

The likely end of Communities First in 2016, however, imposes massive
pressures on fundraising targets and the pace of project development. It could
lead to a damaging hiatus when management time is reduced and development
work slows to a snail’s pace for a while.

Funding for core management costs: It is intended that grant applications will
be made to cover part of the cost of employing the Development Manager for
an initial period of up to three years.
6.26 Business management:

The need: While the Development Manager overseas ACE’s work as a whole and
concentrates on raising grant funding for community activities, there will be an
increasing need for a senior member of staff with the relevant experience to
developing good business practice in ACE and driving commercial income
generation.
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The Business Development Manage post: It is proposed that the post of
“Business Development Manager” will be created as soon as grant funding can
be secured, although the end of the CF programme in 2016 provides a
potentially critical deadline.
Functions of the post will include:

helping to prepare bids to secure public sector contracts for delivering
services beyond Ely and Caerau

initial evaluation of business ideas, and securing feasibility studies for
future business development

supporting the establishment of new trading ventures, including raising
start up capital for equipment, premises and staff, and seed funding for
small-scale pilots

ensuring effective management is in place for all income generation
activities

supporting the Development Manager to carry out routine business and
financial monitoring.

6.27 Managing ACE after Communities First: The impulse behind the Strategic Plan is, in
effect, the need to manage the impact of the closure of the Communities First
programme when it eventually happens. However, there are some detailed issues
related to resources which deserve specific attention.

The workforce: It is extremely unlikely that ACE will be able to retain the entire
CF workforce when the programme ends. In this situation:

ACE will want to find continuing or alternative work within the ACE family
of companies for as many CF employees as possible, perhaps under
successor contracts for similar types of work if these can be secured.

ACE will not take any steps which put the sustainability of the parent
charity at risk. Staff are aware that there can be no commitment in
advance to preserve any individual posts.

Accommodation: The closure of the CF programme will also radically change
ACE’s needs for premises. Securing ownership of a community building where its
future operations can be based will significantly control overheads, and give the
charity a greater chance of survival if CF income for management fees and
overheads are reduced or disappear. This will also put pressure on the charity to
be especially efficient in the use of space and rental income opportunities.

Contracting: While planning for the potential closure of CF, ACE must also be
optimistic that its expertise, facilities, approach and governance structures will
be of value for other government programmes. It will start immediately to
develop the skills and capacity to bid competitively for contract work in forms
required by its potential future customers.

Other preparation: ACE staff and directors will remain on high alert for any
indications of change to central and local government policies on Communities
First and other social programmes, so that appropriate steps can be taken.
6.28 Partnership working:

Objectives and benefits:

ACE is committed to working works with other organisations to deliver
projects and activities where there are shared organisational values and
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objectives and where the pooling of skills and expertise can bring benefits
for Ely and Caerau.

Partnerships are formed and sustained through formal forums such as the
South West Neighbourhood Partnership Team and the Local Learning
Board.

Other partnerships develop around the delivery of specific projects (eg
delivery of the “Warm and Well” anti-fuel poverty project with Severn
Wye Energy Agency).
Current partners:

Cardiff County Council

Welsh Government

Spice

Severn Wye Energy Agency

Cardiff and Vale Citizens Advice Bureau

Cardiff University

Countryside Council for Wales (CCW)

Glyn Derw and Michaelston Federated Schools

St David’s College

Cardiff and Vale College

Cardiff Public Health Team

South Wales Police

Careers Wales

Jobcentre Plus

Ely Mill Development

Wales and West Housing Association

Wales Coproduction Network
Building future partnerships: ACE is keen to build further partnerships where
they might assist in the delivery of key objectives. There is a particular urgency
to build constructive links in the private sector, a task which the organisation has
struggled with up to now. Efforts will be made, led by the ACE Development
Manager, with support from the CF Enterprise Officer, to build links in the
following areas:

Local small and medium sized businesses

Large local businesses (including retailers, major housing developers etc)

Community organisations across Cardiff with similar aims and objectives to
ACE.

6.29 Leadership succession:

The challenge: ACE is set to benefit significantly from having two highly
competent senior managers in complementary roles (The Development
Manager, and the CF Cluster Manager) who have worked together well over
many years. While this reduces many of the risks experienced by community
based organisations which become dangerously dependent on a single
committed leader, the ACE/Firstplace structure poses other potential risks which
need to be evaluated and addressed. If either manager was to leave and be
replaced, it may be impossible to replicate the existing co-operative
arrangement, and damage to both the parent and the subsidiary company could
result.
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Future action: The Board will consider the situation in the course of future
management reviews when the new post of Development Manager has properly
bedded in. They will aim to identify options and contingencies under the existing
Partnership Agreement should either post holder leave.
Board leadership: The board also benefits from the strong leadership of an
effective Chair and a well-informed and supportive Vice Chair. Even so, there are
advantages to discussing the implications of future changes as a part of future
management reviews to ensure that any change in leadership can be achieved
with minimum adverse effects.
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Section 7: Towards financial sustainability
7.1

Contents: This section describes the Board’s general sustainability objectives and how
additional income will be raised to develop the charity.

The sustainability strategy
7.2

Sustainability objectives: ACE has adopted best voluntary sector practice in planning
for its long-term financial security. This approach includes a realistic and pragmatic
approach in which:

it aims to maximise earned income,

it does not assume that it needs to become an entirely self-supporting business
enterprise without any grant support, but sets realistic targets for progressively
reducing grant dependency

the key goal is to ensure that its core operations – maintaining the capacity to
generate community projects and to operate community centre facilities – will
always be able to survive times of funding drought; it will do so by

depending primarily on earned income (fees, rents, contracts etc)

using grants wherever possible to create additional opportunities

above all, security is achieved by developing diverse multiple funding streams
and at all times avoiding dependency on any single funding source or any single
type of income.

7.3

Challenges: The Board recognise that the ACE is at the start of a process to establish
the long-term sustainability of the organisation and its activities.

ACE has been established to tackle huge existing social and economic problems
which have largely defeated earlier efforts.

Relative to the size of the population, there is a serious dearth of general
purpose community facilities which are commonly the foundation of community
development activity.

ACE itself does not have its own premises, and its office space is severely limited.
This inhibits any immediate opportunities for generating rental income and
developing social enterprise activities.

The Board recognises that securing revenue and capital grants is a starting point
for developing services and expanding its capacity - not a means for achieving
long-term security.

It is clear that substantial challenges remain to:

plan for and effectively manage the opportunities for increasing income
from a range of sources

acquire, fund and successfully develop property assets

develop systems and skills for letting, managing and maintaining property
assets

continuously generate earned income and attract fresh grants in a way
which allows paid posts to continue wherever possible after the end of
each funding period, including making flexible arrangements to scale down
working hours and restructure jobs.
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7.4

to use existing skills in working with community volunteers to involve them
more comprehensively in supporting ACE and its in-house projects
to develop a paid staff team with the capacity to increase income earning
activities without adversely affecting community development work or
creating an unsustainable funding burden
to manage the inevitable contraction and probable dissolution of the
Communities First programme and the Firstplace staff team while
minimising adverse effects on ACE’s income and resources for hosting the
programme.

Diversifying ACE’s income sources – the components: ACE will aim to diversify types
of income as much as possible. These multiple sources will include:

Community projects and management fees (at 10% wherever possible). A
crucial consideration in establishing any new grant-aided community project in
future will be whether the funder is prepared to meet ACE’s realistic costs in
providing, accommodating, managing and administering it. The combined value
of fees from all projects will be essential for funding core posts – including that
of Development Manager.

Asset development and management and the Community Hub: ACE aims to
secure premises for the development of community hub activities in Ely as an
immediate priority. By acquiring and developing building assets, ACE will aim to
gradually increase earned income and reduce costs through:

hire fees – for sessional community use by local groups and organisations
providing services to the community

permanent room rents for voluntary sector and suitable business tenants

hot desking – some office space can be made available for renting
individual desks, phones and broadband connections, particularly as part
of initiatives to promote local enterprise

accommodation for ACE initiatives – allowing the rental element of grants
to be retained

reducing its own long-term rent costs.

Contract work: ACE will aim to replace grant funding (eg for the CF programme)
with business contracts as described in Section 5 – especially contracts which
recognise its right to control its own resources and generate surpluses.

Developing social enterprise services:

ACE is at an early stage in establishing community-based trading activities.
Some ideas have been researched are ready to go, and staff (in coordination with Communities First) have already set about building up the
in-house expertise and a menu of potentially viable projects from which to
select trading ideas for further analysis and feasibility studies.

Although trading profits are likely to be a long way off, the crucial
importance of these developments is that they are helping to create the
business mind-set within ACE which will be essential for a sustainable
future.

New social enterprises will be expected to make meet a fair share of
overhead costs as early as possible. Their contributions to rents, heating
and lighting etc will make a significant contribution to ACE’s overall
sustainability long before there are signs of trading profits.
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Small levels of earned income may sometimes make a difference between
the failure and the survival of a project, so charges will be made for
services wherever it is appropriate and fair to do so.

The practice of using surpluses from one project to prop up another which
is losing money is a recipe for bringing down both. Cross-subsidising ACE’s
activities will be kept to an absolute minimum.
Shared resources and economies of scale: The impact of many costs – such as
office equipment, admin staff, power, rates, and professional fees overheads –
can be reduced if they are shared by several project activities operating at the
same location. Costs can also be shared between ACE and its tenants and
community users. So it is likely to be in the charity’s interest at this stage in its
development to foster as much new activity as possible, provided the
implications of sustaining individual grant-funded activities when their funding
ends are also borne in mind.

The importance of grant-funded projects
7.5

Towards a rolling programme of projects: It may seem contradictory to argue that
grant funding and short-term projects are essential to ACE’s long-term sustainability.
But developing a succession of new projects over the coming years will make a crucial
difference to the strength of the charity in a variety of ways:

Direct income and free resources: Projects will provide management fees and
economies, as described above. Grant funded projects are virtually the only
source of income at present. So generating management fees will be critical in
the early stages for building and retaining core management resources and
creating modest financial reserves.

Creating opportunities, not dependency: ACE will aim to manage grant funded
activities creatively so that they successively create fresh opportunities (rather
than static projects which require long-term funding). For example

trading opportunities: some community projects will have the capacity to
spin off modest community trading activities to earn income which offsets
costs and, occasionally, to provide the foundations for more substantial
social enterprise ventures (eg the proposed Gardening Project)

new directions: successful projects will produce their own evidence of new
needs, opportunities for enhancement, models for dissemination etc (as
has happened with the present Timebanking project)

Successful innovation – by continuing to build on innovative approaches
established with Communities First, The Community Voice project and
timebanking

Building ACE’s reputation: Successful projects which help to achieve ACE’s
charitable objectives and create innovation will build the charity’s reputation as
an effective community development body which other agencies and funders
can invest in with confidence.

Tenancies: New community projects are potential tenants for ACE premises,
enabling more project income to be retained in the form of rents

A volunteering resource: ACE’s strong volunteering base has the potential to
make a significant contribution to sustainability. With good quality management
volunteers will be available to help
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support some funded projects after the grant period ends, and launch new
social enterprise activity

reduce the costs of running premises

fill staffing temporary staffing gaps and help ACE to survive during
financially lean periods.
Strength in numbers: With a broad range of activities, even if some projects
cannot be sustained, there is a good chance that others will survive and continue
to meet core costs.
Expertise: Diversifying the number and type of projects will increase the range
of staff skills available to support and develop the organisation.

Earned income
7.6

The earned income target: ACE aims to be generating at least 50% of its resources in
the form of earned income within five years. The pace of growth is hard to predict,
and the balance between grant funding and trading income will depend on
circumstances beyond ACE’s control such as the availability of contract work with
public bodies. So the target will be kept under review. Even so, it will have a symbolic
significance and is both worthwhile and potentially achievable.

7.7

Markets and priorities: The services and activities identified in Section 5 indicate the
commitment which ACE has made to reducing its dependency on grants over time and
generating significant levels of earned income. The main components of this strategy
will be:

Asset development: The ownership of premises will give ACE its best chance to
achieve financial surpluses – primarily by charging users rents and hire fees and
by eliminating its own expenditure on rent. This route is essential for long term
survival.

Contract income: Replacing grants with contracts will put ACE on a stronger
business footing, provide more flexibility and encourage entrepreneurial
attitudes. Customers will be Cardiff Council and other agencies. This market is
also likely to be critical.

Commercial services: Public bodies and businesses are likely to be the largest
customers for other income generation projects (such as training, and
employment services). Both these and contract work are likely to compel ACE to
pursue markets across the whole of Cardiff.

Community trading: Selling services (eg gardening, energy-related products and
services, catering) to local people will add greatly to the diversity of the charity’s
work. Demands on management to co-ordinate a growing number of different
activities may not be sustainable in the long time, and it is highly likely that ACE
will fairly quickly need to:

broaden its markets to include the rest of Cardiff, and specifically in some
cases the more affluent areas in the north of the city

refine its “products” to concentrate on a narrower range of activities for
which there are demonstrable market opportunities; the very large
number of possible activities which are under consideration at present will
off plenty to choose from, and it will be necessary to resist the temptation
to retain unprofitable lines simply because they are socially desirable.
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7.8

Trading structures and tax:

Most income generation will involve the sale of services which are recognisably
charitable, and they will be eligible for corporation tax relief.

However the introduction of contracting arrangements will probably require ACE
to register under VAT regulations. Professional guidance and advance planning
will be necessary, as this change has implications for pricing policies.

Non charitable trading activities might need to be undertaken in due course by a
subsidiary trading company. (Firstplace Limited could be used for this purpose.)
There seems little risk to ACE’s corporation tax status while income levels for
this type of trade remain low. But marginal and hard to manage enterprise could
pose a threat to ACE’s core assets if they fail.
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Section 8: A Marketing and Promotion Strategy
A new approach
8.1

Components of the strategy: This section describes:

the need for a marketing and promotion strategy

the distinct groups of people and organisation – the “markets” – which ACE
needs to reach

the messages which ACE wants to communicate to these different markets

the means of communication it will use to do so

how different types of promotional activity will start to be monitored so that its
effectiveness can be assessed and future policies adjusted accordingly.

8.2

The context: ACE actively promotes its activities through a variety of media, and is
invariably successful at reaching large numbers of local residents with information
about Communities First opportunities, courses and events. The demands of
developing a sustainable organisation with new projects, funders and income
generating activities, however, require a more consistently targeted approach. The
strategy for marketing and promotion is a means to increase and focus effort, and a
tool for measuring how effective it is.

8.3

What “markets”? The messages which ACE needs to communicate at any time
depend mainly on who it is talking to. The more these groups are distinguished in
practice, the clearer the information they receive will be. The target audiences for ACE
promotions include the following:

Residents of Ely and Caerau – in their various roles as customers, service users,
volunteers and members

Potential funders

Politicians and other influential supporters

Existing and potential partners and customers in the public and voluntary
sectors

The business community

The wider social enterprise sector

The ACE message
8.4

What messages? ACE’s resourcefulness, the broad range of its activities and its
impressive track record give the charity a lot to say. There is no single “unique selling
point” in marketing terms, but a few key points which apply to each of these different
markets. The positive messages include:

ACE is community-based and community led, it has a strong local membership,
and local staff and board members; this means it:

is responsive to, and bases its activities on, local needs

is trusted by local residents

is accessible and approachable in ways which large national agencies and
governmental bodies are not

ACE is independent, which means it
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is non party political

can be flexible, innovative and experimental

can support campaigns on behalf of residents

is aspiring to be entrepreneurial and ultimately self-supporting.
ACE has a track record for employing staff, managing large budgets and
delivering successful projects, and it is responsible for one of the largest time
banking schemes in Britain. This means it can be:

a reliable and effective partner for other agencies such as schools,
universities, local and central government bodies

a sound organisation to receive and manage grant funding

a source of expertise for other voluntary sector organisations.

8.5

Targeting the messages: The Marketing and Promotion Strategy will aim to enhance
the effectiveness of the charity and its prospects for future development by becoming
better at matching these opportunities to the people who need to hear about them.

8.6

Local residents: Ely and Caerau residents and community groups will be targeted, as at
present, on several fronts:

to inform them about Communities First generally and the specific courses,
groups, events and opportunities provided by CF and other ACE projects

to encourage them to become volunteer timebank members and members of
ACE, and to use their memberships constructively

to engage them in local consultations, campaigns etc

to receive organisational guidance and support.

8.7

Customers: When residents and groups are also customers of the trading activities
and services which ACE hopes to provide – hiring meeting and office space, gardening
services, catering etc – entirely new commercially oriented mechanisms will be
needed to advertise what’s on offer, including

availability and the benefits

service quality in particular, and the features which make ACE stand out from
the rest

ACE’s experience in Ely and Caerau which potential customers elsewhere may be
unaware of, and how this experience can be adapted to different circumstances
in other areas.

8.8

Potential funders and supporters:

This is an important audience who will be better targeted in future using the
Annual Report, literature and reports prepared for the purpose and personal
contacts in particular. The main messages will be about ACE’s passion, proven
organisational capacity, the effectiveness of its engagement with the
community, its commitment to co-productive values and approaches, and its
ability to deliver measurable results.

The message to politicians may need additional assurances of ACE’s good faith
and independence.

8.9

Potential partners: Future success will depend very heavily on ACE’s ability to work
with large and powerful bodies including Cardiff Council, educational institutions and
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agencies delivering government programmes. The charity will need to overcome
prejudices against the voluntary sector, and to persuade officers working at a strategic
level that it is as clever at engaging with them as it is engaging with members of the
Ely and Caerau community. This will involve:

detailed personal contacts

a clear understanding of strategic issues, and the flexibility to respond to the
needs of partners

a well-prepared case showing that outside bodies need ACE’s expertise if they
are to deliver programmes successfully to the local community.
8.10 The business community: ACE’s appeal to businesses will be to demonstrate other
forms of mutual self-interest – as trading partners, as training providers, potentially as
tenants etc. The message will focus on creativity, trust and reliability.
8.11 The wider voluntary sector: It seems inevitable as ACE’s success grows other
organisations will want to learn from the charity. ACE may have the option of hosting
visits to Ely as an income-generating opportunity – which will involve promotions to a
much wider national audience through voluntary sector and social enterprise
networks and publications.

Communication
8.12 Management and resources: ACE already makes use of a range of communications
media. To be successful in future it will aim to manage its communications in a more
focused way. Resources are available to help with this.

the Community Involvement Plan (CIP) for the CF programme provides a solid
basis for marketing ACE services to the local community; much of it will be
relevant to ACE’s non-CF community services

funding: Finance is currently available through CF to deliver the CIP. Used
judiciously it will meet most of ACE’s needs.

staffing:

The appointment of a CF Communications Officer in 2014 creates the
opportunity for a more thorough and systematic approach to
communicating ACE’s activities to the local community. This will include
projects which are not funded as part of the CF programme but offer
learning, health or employment benefits.

The Communications Officer will create the opportunity for the
effectiveness of some ACE promotions work to be monitored and
evaluated for the first time.

management: The brief of the recently appointed Development Manager
includes responsibility for overseeing the ACE promotions generally.
8.13 Leaflet distribution: The large population, compact nature of the Ely and Caerau areas
and the availability of volunteer help mean that leaflet distribution is still a costeffective means of disseminating information about important community events and
other area-wide activities. Poster advertising in public buildings can be used in
association with leaflets.
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8.14 Word of mouth and public visibility:

ACE’s reputation: After years of positive responses by users of ACE’s service
word of mouth is identified as the most effective means for promoting activities
to residents. Clearly, existing approaches to community engagement, high
standards of project management and quality control will continue to be critical.

Street level premises: The move by CF staff in 2014 from impenetrable first floor
offices in Ely Housing Office to a prominent “front-of-house” role in Cardiff
Council’s landmark Ely Community Hub building (the revamped Jasmine Centre
on Cowbridge Road with its own car park) will be a major boost for accessibility
by the public. The Hub will raise awareness of ACE’s existence, and private
meeting rooms will make it possible to residents to meet staff.

New community facilities: ACE’s plans to establish its own “community-owned
hub” by leasing or purchasing a building to provide a multi-purpose community
centre will be used to establish the independent identity of the core charity
separate from government funded CF activities. (It will of course also create new
needs for the promotion of the centre and its community resources.)

The Community Ambassadors Project is designed specifically to spread
information about opportunities with ACE by word of mouth.

Streetace ensures that ACE staff are “out and about” engaging new participants
in key projects.
8.15 “Grapevine”: ACE buys space (funded by CF) in the quarterly Ely and Caerau
community newsletter “Grapevine” to publish self-generated content. In future:

the Communications Officer will help to monitor the impact of articles and
advertising and ensure that the best possible use is made of the space

greater use will be made of inspirational case studies of local people who have
benefited from ACE’s work and other good news stories

publicity will include information about how residents and other local can
contribute to the charity as members and volunteers, to reinforce the message
of community ownership

the extension of “Grapevine” into Fairwater and Pentrebane provides additional
advertising opportunities

ACE will aim to retain local good will by giving recognition to the work which
other community groups are doing

careful consideration will be given in advance to securing alternative funding for
Grapevine after the end of the Communities First programme.
8.16 Conventional news media: From the spring of 2014 ACE will operate a policy of
sending at least one press release every month to all local news media. Topics
publicised will be aimed at raising awareness of CF and other community activities and
raising ACE’ profile among decision makers and potential supporters.
8.17 Social media: ACE has well-used and Facebook and Twitter pages and website and a
CF web site. Steps will be taken to:

continue to enhance scope of information provided and the benefits for users

refining distinctions between ACE’s government funded CF programme and the
charity’s independent development as a local community development
organisation and aspiring social enterprise
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explore opportunities to use social media to fundraise locally for community
activities – eg for the annual firework display which was cancelled for funding
reasons in 2013
advertise new opportunities offered by future social enterprise trading activities.

8.18 Facing the competition: As the only generic community development organisation in
Ely and Caerau providing services for all sections of the community, including all age
groups and varied levels of ability, ACE faces relatively limited competition. What
there is does not need to be a threat.

A strong commitment to partnership working means that ACE is already working
closely with many other locally-based community organisations.

The main competition for contracts and funding for local projects is likely to
come from a small number of national charities with a local presence – eg Save
the Children and Barnardos. While ACE cannot match their organisational clout
and established reputations, it can offer commissioning bodies an existing and
uniquely successful working relationship with most potential recipients of
community services.

Resources for preparing tenders and grant applications have until now been
weaker than those of potential competitors. But ACE is committed to developing
its capacity and expertise in this area through training, recruiting expert
volunteer support and building experience through practice (see the Fundraising
Strategy, Section 10).
8.19 Raising the flag: ACE will raise national awareness of its pioneering work and flagship
role in Wales by:

maintaining membership of selected national bodies

attending and contributing to conferences and seminars held by leading
voluntary sector bodies in Wales and the UK

continuing to develop personal contacts with key decision makers in local and
central government and funding bodies

involving beneficiaries of the charity in presenting personal case studies to these
audiences

disseminating information nationally about its objectives, progress and case
studies through the Annual Report, its web site, contributions to consultations
etc
8.20 actively creating opportunities to host visits by other voluntary sector organisations
and decision makers; in due course this will include a standard presentation by a
senior employee, and tour of activities and meetings with volunteers, directors and
staff to hear inspirational case studies – for which standard fee will be charged to
defray the costs of hospitality and staff time.

8.21 Other promotional challenges:

Is it ACE or Communities First? For some residents ACE’s image lacks clarity.
Because of deliberate and established association of the name “ACE” with the
delivery of the Communities First programme (which is on the whole a necessary
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and positive feature for publicity) it is sometimes regarded as a quasigovernment agency. In future it will be necessary to progressively build the
distinction between its function as the body which manages CF and its evolving
function as an independent charity which is owned and run by and for the
community. It may take the eventual disappearance of CF to fully achieve this
image change.
Promoting services in other parts of Cardiff If opportunities arise in future for
ACE to secure contracts for delivering services outside the West Cardiff area it
will be necessary to:

develop new tools to promote these activities in the new areas, and to
ensure that the resources are available (through funding arrangements) to
do so

refine its image as a local Ely and Caerau organisation which for reasons of
sustainability needs to operate in a large marketplace.
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Section 9: Monitoring and evaluating progress
9.1

Monitoring and evaluation objectives: ACE is committed to developing and using
effective systems to monitor and evaluate all projects in order to ensure
accountability to funders, members and our community, and to ensure that lessons
are learned to support improved delivery. The following methods are currently used:

9.2

Meeting funders’ requirements: ACE ensures the rigorous use of monitoring
approaches explicitly required by funders for specific projects. This often includes:

collection and collation of statistical information (eg attendee numbers, session
numbers etc)

use of questionnaires to gauge participation satisfaction

collection of case studies (written or video diary style)

use of creative participatory techniques.

9.3

Results Based Accountability: The Welsh Government and the Big Lottery currently
require the use of Results Based Accountability (RBA) processes to monitor
Communities First delivery and the Community Ambassador scheme respectively. This
involves the collection of primarily statistical information measuring success in
achieving pre-defined indicators related to the quantity and quality of work, with a
focus on concrete “better off” outcomes for participants. All ACE staff have received
training in these approaches and are experienced in implementing them.

9.4

Collecting qualitative information: ACE is committed to achieving real, significant
outcomes for individuals experiencing complex circumstances related to poverty. It is
felt that these outcomes are rarely captured by quantitative approaches alone. Ace is
therefore committed to collecting detailed qualitative information related to people’s
experiences across periods of time. Approaches include:

interviews with participants

video diaries

use of personal development plans

use of timelines etc.
These “stories” are often (with permission) shared with funders and with the
community (eg through the ACE Annual Report).

9.5

Reporting: ACE staff employed under the Communities First programme complete a
quarterly/annual report, in addition to RBA reporting mechanisms, which is made
available to the ACE board. This contains descriptive details of achievements within
the previous three months, and opportunities emerging over the coming months.

9.6

ACE Annual Review: The ACE board will join with staff to review progress annually.
Staff will be required to prepare and present quantitative and qualitative information
for discussion, and to make recommendations for improvements to current projects
and suggestions for future developments. This process will be used to generate the
ACE annual report.
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9.7

Co-ordinating evaluation processes: It is recognised that there is a need to develop
more robust, comprehensive and co-ordinated approaches to monitoring and
evaluation. This will be important both for consistency across all ACE activities and to
reduce the administrative burden of managing a variety of overlapping methods.

ACE is committed to providing further training opportunities for staff in creative
and effective monitoring and evaluation.

The staff will explore examples of good practice (for example “Social Return on
Investment” approaches pioneered by the New Economics Foundation) and will
review processes on an annual basis.
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Section 10: The fundraising strategy
Introduction
10.1 Objectives: ACE’s funding strategy aims to reflect our plans to become as financially
self-sufficient as possible within the next five years. ACE and the Cardiff West
Communities First cluster are already recognised in Wales and beyond as developing
“flagship” community participation projects. ACE now plans to build on our “flagship”
profile to achieve maximum financial and organisational sustainability. The charity
plans to secure a wide range of funding geared to give ACE the freedom to develop
projects which reflect local people’s needs and aspirations.
10.2 Funding for sustainability: ACE’s funding strategy recognises the need for the
organisation to move creatively from being mainly reliant on grant funding to securing
a portfolio of financial resources generated by earned income wherever possible. So,
for example, when ACE applies to charitable trust funders it will seek strategic funding
to develop projects which are geared and managed to optimise long-term
opportunities to develop social enterprise.

A strategy for a period of economic and political flux
10.3 Progress to date: ACE has already made substantial progress in the initial stages of
developing and managing the transition from being a “flagship” Communities First
cluster in Cardiff West to laying the groundwork for long-term independence and
financial sustainability. ACE’s progress has been particularly remarkable because it has
taken place during a period of economic and political flux which makes long-term
planning much more challenging.
10.4 Changes facing the sector: The current economic and political landscape includes the
following elements of change for third-sector organisations in Wales:

uncertainty about Welsh Government’s funding plans beyond March 2016
following the May 2015 election

the likelihood of Welsh Government and Cardiff Council’s funding allocation
process shifting from grant-making to commissioning/tendering – with the
corresponding need to upskill to meet new demands and management
procedures

UK government funding cuts generating increased competition for “traditional”
trust funding

UK government’s austerity measures impacting on practical economic
opportunities to develop social enterprise within a relatively short timeframe.
10.5 Opportunities: However, liaison with current and potential funders is as important as
preparing funding bids, and ACE has already engaged in early liaison and profilebuilding with funders (or “stewardship”). As a result of this early intelligencegathering, ACE is particularly aware of several positive factors which support the aim
for long-term sustainability including the following:
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Progressive funding: Progressive major funders such as the BIG Lottery Fund,
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation and others have recently developed funding
programmes which reflect the need for more flexible social innovation
promoted by organisations such as the Young Foundation. ACE is well-placed to
meet the priorities of such strategic funding programmes which support thirdsector organisation such as ACE to work towards longer-term financial
sustainability instead of dependence on short-term grants
Cardiff, Sustainable City: Cardiff has been identified by the Young Foundation as
one of its Sustainable Cities with significant resources to be invested over the
next ten years. YF’s ventures programme supports the kind of strategic plans
which ACE has developed and the foundation has offered a brokerage role
aiming to secure resources that support ACE’s short-term and longer-term
strategic aims
Adjusting the funding imbalance: Major funders are now working to address the
long-established fact that Wales is historically under-represented in the
submission of substantive high-quality funding bids, and the “flagship”
reputation of ACE and Timeplace offer opportunities for us to explore creatively
Collaborative relationships: “Collaboration”, “partnership” and “consortium”
working are key themes currently being promoted by funders/commissioners
and in addition collaborative relationships are valued by progressive funders.
Again, ACE’s “flagship” reputation gives us a strong platform to liaise positively
with potential funders and to negotiate consortium/partnership bids for future
funding at local authority and Welsh Government levels.

10.6 Developing a funding portfolio: This means there are several very creative funding
avenues for ACE to explore as the charity develops a portfolio of funding resources to
secure our long-term strategic plans for a sustainable future via social enterprise and
other forms of income generation.

Management resources to match strategic aims
10.7 Priorities for senior management resources:

The community hub: One key priority is ACE’s plan to secure capital funding for
a permanent community hub as a key component of our strategic plan to
develop long-term sustainability.

The role of Development Manager: A second priority is to increase the current
ACE Development Manager role from part-time to full-time in order to ensure
ACE has the capacity to support staff and volunteers while working to develop
the projects listed in Sections 5 and 6 above.
10.8 The Business Development Manager:

The focus on income generation: At the same time ACE needs to acknowledge
that attracting funds, developing social enterprise initiatives and managing
funding requirements and relationships with funders is time-consuming and
requires a complementary role at senior management level. So it is proposed to
explore with potential funders the possibility of resourcing a strategic post of
Business Development Manager to focus on income generation.
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Safeguarding ACE’s community objectives: The post of Business Development
Manager will ensure that the ACE Development Manager has the capacity to
focus on the development and management of the proposed community hub as
well as the related ACE projects and initial income generation.
Tapering funding for stability and resilience: ACE plans that the Business
Development Manager’s post would attract tapered funding over a three-year
period from April 2015 in order to ensure initial stability for the post-holder
while working towards a future funded via income generation.

10.9 Immediate funding management plans and monthly reviews: While seeking funding
for the senior management posts described in the paragraph above, ACE plans to
briefly review the current and foreseeable funding landscape, funding relationships
and status of funding bids at monthly Finance Sub-committee meetings. ACE’s
Treasurer will then provide a brief progress report at subsequent monthly board
meetings, where a funding update will be a substantive agenda item and ACE and CF
managers will provide additional information as appropriate.

Strategic funding tools
10.10 Summary strategic plan: A shorter version of ACE’s Strategic Plan will be produced to
provide an appropriate tool for consolidating the charity’s profile with existing funders
as well as enhancing new relationships with potential funders. The proposed
document will be developed by ACE’s Treasurer during May 2014 at the latest and
updated and adapted as appropriate for funding stewardship purposes.
10.11 Funding calendar/matrix: Regular funding management is not only good practice but
also provides an evidence-based tool to support future funding plans. ACE proposes to
introduce a three-year rolling calendar on which to plot dates for monitoring/
reporting/ reviewing/ updating action related to ACE’s commitments to existing
funders as well as enhancing future funding relationships.
10.12 Internal planning resource:

Management and decision making: This type of calendar/ matrix is a wellestablished mechanism, which if updated monthly for the Finance Subcommittee will provide an internal planning tool to ensure that ACE staff and key
board members have easy access to key data when assessing future workload
and making strategic decisions about capacity to pursue new initiatives. This
process will start immediately.

Identifying priorities: The strategic decisions about future priorities identified in
Sections 5 and 6 above will provide the first data for plotting on the proposed
calendar/ matrix. Potential funding sources and routes for development by ACE
(sometimes in partnership with other agencies) have already been identified for
each priority itemised in Sections 5 and 6 above as appropriate, and this matrix
will aid in identifying priorities for potential future funding sources and routes
for income generation as ACE’s funding portfolio develops.
10.13 Enhancing external relations and marketing:
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Alerts: This key tool will also include advance alerts about due dates for reports
to existing and potential funders and collaborative partners as well as the
Charity Commission and Companies House for timely annual reporting. This will
help to ensure that ACE’s external relationships are conducted as positively and
efficiently as possible with the limited resources currently available.
Marketing links: It will provide a prompt to support ACE’s strategic marketing
plans by raising ACE’s profile whenever appropriate, eg via ACE’s website when
new reports can be adapted for promoting successes and new developments.
The role of annual reports: In addition, the Charity Commission’s website is the
first port of call for potential funders checking out new funding applicants; here
our annual reports have the potential to offer an engaging snapshot of recent
developments.

10.14 The Funding Strategy as an ongoing process:

The five-year programme: ACE’s funding strategy is designed to develop
creatively within and be responsive to the current state of economic and
political flux and funding opportunities outlined above. The five-year planning
timeframe is important to ensure the rigour of future developments, and ACE is
committed to ensuring that every proposed new (or renewed) project must be
assessed and prioritised within this five-year context.

Ensuring flexibility: However, the funding strategy needs to be as flexible as
possible via monthly review procedures outlined below. In the current funding
landscape ACE proposes to fully review the funding strategy after 12 months and
adapt as appropriate to ensure maximum effectiveness.
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Section 11:

Financial projections
ACE FIVE YEAR FORECAST 2014/15 to 2018/19

INCOME
EARNED INCOME
Van Rental
URC Rental
Rents charged
Gardening Project trading surplus

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

5,640
0
1,800

5,640
0
1,800

5,640
16,000
0

1,500
10,000
0
1,000

1,500
16,210
0
3,000

1,500
18,636
0
5,000

0

0

8,000

11,000

16,000

21,000

including roll out of cardiff timebanking with SPICE &
development trusts support for Cardiff Council

0
7,440

0
7,440

1,000
30,640

30,000
2,000
55,500

53,000
4,000
93,710

54,590
6,000
106,726

Including 'Love your home', Family shop, catering etc

Selling ACE's Knowledge & Skills
Contracting
Community Trading surplus
Total earned income

GRANT PROJECT INCOME
Community First
management fee
Community Voice
management fee
grant for project activities
Gardening Project
management fee
grant for project activities
CAER Heritage Project
management fee
grant for project activities
Our Place Community Hub
management fee
grant for project activities
Fuel Poverty Project

Notes

£15k from CF, £7K from SPICE, rental for community use

For simplicity project income and expenditure (below)
are shown as equal and balancing, and management
fees are shown separately
49,336

49,829

70,000

0

0

0

5,400
32,220

5,451
31,497

5,560
34,709

0
0

0
0

0
0

6,000
63,000

4,800
50,000

4,300
41,000

8,000
80,000

8,000
80,000

8,000
80,000

0
0

0
0

0
0
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Possible contract rather than grant
Estimated 10% (Full cost recovery?)

management fee
grant for project activities
Crowd funding/Share Options/Donations
management fee
grant for project activities
Grant funding for Core posts
management fee
grant for project activities
Communty Food/Growing Project
management fee
grant for project activities
Total grant income
TOTAL INCOME

EXPENDITURE

0
0

6,070

5,000
62,000

5,000
62,000

5,000
62,000

0

0
0

3,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

0
0

0
0

4,200
43,341

8,600
88,218

7,500
75,255

2,200
22,601

0
0
86,956

0
0
395,848

298,810

5,000
50,000
366,618

5,000
50,000
343,055

5,000
50,000
172,801

94,396

403,288

329,450

422,118

436,765

279,527

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

0

0

0

42,607

43,885

27,121

1,532

20,683

2,179
6,219
9,929

4,358
12,437
37,478

42,607
21,037
4,489
12,810
80,943

43,885
21,668
13,870
13,194
135,225

45,202
22,318
14,286
13,590
139,282

46,558
0
14,715
13,998
102,392

0
0
0
0
4,000

0
0
0
0
4,000

0
5,000
1,600
0
4,040

0
5,150
1,648
2,400
2,500

0
5,305
1,697
2,472
2,575

0
5,464
1,748
2,546
2,652

0

0

0

5,250

5,408

5,570

4,000
4,000

4,120
4,120

4,120
4,120

4,120
4,120

Estimated approx 10% of grant
JGW posts, £50k from grant funding

include half ACE Developent post + f/t Business Dev
Manager post + p/t Timeplace development post
Tapered funding.
Estimated approx 10%

Notes

Core costs - staff salaries and on-costs
Business Development Manager
ACE Development Manager
Timeplace co-ordinator
Administrator
Finance Officer
Total core staff costs
Other core costs (ACE contribution):
Rent and rates
Utilities
Telephones and IT
Stationery
Accounting and professional fees
Insurance
Care taking/cleaning
Maintenance
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Likely to enter lower on pay scale. Y5 - 2 days on project
delivery

estimated URC utilities
Telephone, IT support & software
Incl printing/photocopying
Audit & HR services
Building + Vehicle + Employer indemnity + Professional
indemnity

Marketing
Motor expenses
Volunteer expenses
Consultancy
Memberships & Subscriptions
Total other core costs

300

500

515
3,000
888
23,043

3,000
530
1,000
6,000
897
36,615

3,090
546
1,030
5,000
906
36,268

3,183
563
1,061
5,000
915
36,941

13,700
879
18,879

13,700
879
19,079

Grant expenditure
Community Voice
Gardening Project
CAER Heritage Project
Our Place Community Hub
Fuel Poverty Project
Crowd funding/Share Options/Donations
Communty Food/Growing Project
Total grant project expenditure

32,220
0
0
0
0
0
0
32,220

31,497
0
0
300,000
6,070
3,000
0
340,567

34,709
63,000
0
0
62,000
5,000
0
164,709

0
50,000
80,000
0
62,000
5,000
50,000
247,000

0
41,000
80,000
0
62,000
5,000
50,000
238,000

0
0
80,000
0
0
5,000
50,000
135,000

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

61,028

397,125

268,695

418,840

413,550

274,333

Van MOT & repairs

2014/15 dedicated to bonfire night

ACE FIVE YEAR FORECAST 2014/15 to 2018/19 - SUMMARY
SURPLUS/LOSS

33,368

FUNDS TO REDUNDANCY RESERVE

6,163

60,755

3,278

23,215

5,194

6,000

9,000

11,000

14,000

15,000

UNRESTRICTED RESERVES bf

15,000

15,163

72,918

74,196

94,411

98,606

TOTAL RESERVES bf

15,000

21,163

81,918

85,196

108,411

113,606
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Say £15,000 is current reserve.
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Appendix 1: The SWOT Analysis
This is the result of the board’s analysis of strengths weaknesses, opportunity and threats.

Strengths
Qualities of the staff
 members work both independently
and as part of a team
 knowledgeable, expert
 efficient
 committed, passionate
 focused, determined, resilient
 flexible, consistent
 realistic about what can be achieved
 supportive, approachable
Recognised experience

project management

personnel management

knowledge of local area

community development
thinking
Ways of working

empowering local people and
group development

active involvement and
participation

geographically spread across
whole area

strong networks and
partnerships

an ethos of collective
responsibility

transparent; professional

no duplication of services
The organisation

influential

respected by local authority

good political support

strong volunteer support

start up funding via CF

voluntary sector
management of CF now a

Weaknesses
Leadership



slow to develop direction and targets
limited capacity for progress chasing

Limited PR experience

self-promotion and
marketing

communication with the
public

recruiting and maintaining
new members
Resources and capacity







a single main funding source
the restrictions of Communities First
funding
limited fundraising experience
limited project development experience
need for training strategy for directors
and new officers
narrow target setting and monitoring

Premises

poor first floor facilities; very
limited space

lack of community building
for activities

inadequate physical space for
activities and new projects –
a community-wide problem
Limited business/finance experience

developing successful social
enterprises

operating as a social
enterprise business

balancing business
imperatives with community
objectives/commitments

attracting and managing
funds from multiple sources
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rarity

effective Board recruitment
 a solid, broadly skilled, effective board
with valued knowledge and contacts

budgeting for and monitoring
multiple cost centres

Opportunities
The area








economic opportunities in
large Ely and Caerau area
(and wider CF area)
building on strength of CF
an organisation founded on
CF principles; CF as resource,
catalyst, and launch base
the only Ely and Caerau
organisation delivering
projects to all ages - ACE’s
unique selling point
Cardiff’s capital city status
developing the area’s green
space

Management





new company structure which allows
ACE to develop
staff time allocated exclusively for ACE
commitment to gaining tendering
expertise
new project and financial monitoring
mechanisms in place

Threats
The organisation

improving sustainability and
diversifying funding

overcoming the competition
for funding

long-term management of
ACE

finding ways to employ
Communities First staff
permanently in ACE

uncertainty of funding after
2015 – potential end of
Communities First

possible loss of staff during
run down of Communities
First

developing quality standards
eg for volunteers
The area



Partnership building and networking

building new partnerships,
including with the local
authority

joint work with local schools
(and proposed new
secondary school)

developing strong solid
networks locally (including
Timebank)
Putting Ely and Caerau on the map

a base for heritage tourism

heritage/history – in terms of
regeneration and a legacy for







attracting people to come to
Ely and Caerau
the reluctance of local people
to get involved – eg as
volunteers
the size of area
loss of meeting places within
community hub
the road as a community
division
unforeseen development –
eg in the Local Development
Plan
the political environment

The economy

limited aspirations of some
local people

finding viable social
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future
becoming known for what we
do – hosting visits to ACE



enterprise ideas in area of
low private sector activity
attracting outside investment

Community Participation/involvement
Tactics
 difficult balance between being strategic

potential for involving local
and opportunistic fundraising
people, fostering community
ownership, enhancing
community spirit further

offer the community more
choice

developing local education
opportunities

developing local employment
opportunities

developing an asset base

social enterprises possibilities
– eg community garden,
heritage, energy
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Appendix 2: The PEST Analysis
This is the result of the board’s analysis of the issues affecting ACE’s external operating
environment - the political, economic, social and technological scene (PEST).

Political














Welsh
Government/Communities First
Welfare Reform
Budget cuts
Asset transfer policy
Community hub policy
Neighbourhood Management
Process
Families First
Commissioning of services
Staff changes in LA
Welsh Government “Poverty”
agenda
Status of Community Voluntary
Councils capacity
Decision making/politics –
dependent on who is in power
and their policies and agendas
New Cardiff Citizens initiative

Economic

















Social










City district/peripheral
communities
Demographics
Stigma
Links with press
Something for nothing culture
Timebanking
Arts & culture
Ethnic/religious factors
Low aspirations of local
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Recession
In work poverty
Welfare Reform
Cost of living increases/less
expendable income
Accessibility of affordable
finance
Illegal money lending
Timebanking
Need for local credit union
branch
Funding for 3rd Sector
Procurement
Commission and Contracting
(Tendering)
Area of deprivation therefore
ability for people to pay for
services is reduced – must take
into account affordability and
subsidy
Social enterprise / business
development
Must be cost effective and
efficient
Full cost recovery

Technological










Funding
Digital Inclusion
Licences
Maintenance
Website/Social Media
Updating technology
Monitoring, evaluation and
collection of data
Timebank platform
Renewable technologies
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community
Lack of engagement
Low self esteem
Area of deprivation
Lack of financial skills
Equality and diversity
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Appendix 3: The planning process - from analysis to strategy
19.

Context: The outcomes of the series of planning sessions involving the ACE board and
its advisors led to the following initial appraisal. The following planning notes take into
consideration both the internal examination in the SWOT analysis (Appendix 1) and
the view of the external operating environment which emerged from the PEST analysis
(Appendix 2).

20.

The value of the appraisal: The effort devoted to the planning process has had several
important results:

confirming views about the charity’s core objectives and aims

helping to attach realistic priorities to these objectives

filling out the detailed issues which future policies and projects will need to
address as the organisation develops.

21.

“How can we develop our strengths?”

Developing and maintaining a high quality workforce

Retaining current staff, developing a sustainable future beyond and in
partnership with the Communities First programme.

Ensure that work focus remains on Ely and Caerau.

Development of ACE board and a membership supported by Timeplace

Continue to create and develop relationships with voluntary, statutory and
private sector organisations

Integration of work steams with regional and Local strategies; What Matters,
Tackling Poverty, families First etc.

Develop strong links between the board and staff members to promote a good
understanding of delivery and board functions.

To continue finding means of supporting and developing the Timeplace project
and its associated volunteers (who form the ACE membership).

22.

“How can we overcome our weaknesses?”

ACE to employ a marketing strategy (incl. in business plan) for the organisation,
our services and projects, to enable better publicity and greater communication
with the wider public. Press release and publicity included as a standing agenda
item at board meetings. ACE to aim to create a monthly press release to create
consistent relationship with press.

Funding – diversify through income mix, with funding strategy linked to strategic
plan objectives. A need to develop the business vision of the board – beyond the
board meeting/tapping into skills, freeing up board potential

Developing projects to create income – social enterprise.

A vital part of developing our organisation should come from within, with a
programme of training for Directors and staff which would prioritise key areas of
development needed to take the organisation forward to the next steps of social
enterprise and income generation.

Premises – explore opportunities for asset development/ownership/partnership.
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Governance/Management/Delivery – balancing business imperatives with
community objectives/commitments
Budget/Finance – Developing an efficient resource to manage financial activity,
building in succession plans across staff.
Developing long term reporting capacity to develop needs of the organisation?

23.

“How can we make the most of our opportunities?”

Positioning ACE to capitalise on Cardiff’s “capital city” status, linking and
developing work with key service providers, allowing ACE to focus economic
opportunities towards Ely and Caerau

To build on the strength and success of almost 30 years of community
development practice in the local area through building strong partnerships, and
investing in relevant networks

To empower and involve local people in the co-design, co-development, and codelivery of local services through active citizenship.

To market and promote ACE’s growing profile as a best practice organisation
delivering a range of coproduced and community focused projects to all ages

To become known for what ACE does, and why it does it through hosting visits
to ACE to share experience and put Ely & Caerau on the map.

To further develop and promote local heritage and history through learning,
training and regeneration projects creating a lasting legacy for future
generations.

24.

“How can we overcome identified threats?”








25.

ACE will generate income through a range of trading, funding and other means
which will produce positive community outcomes.
To implement a transition strategy, using existing CF funds and new generated
income to employ an ACE Coordinator/CEO post which would provide
management and drive forward the future development of ACE activities.
To implement a transition funding strategy, using existing CF funds and new
generated income to maintain realistic staff levels to deliver ACE work
objectives/priorities.
To continue to invest in a community time bank scheme (Timeplace) to support,
develop and widen community involvement/participation in ACE activities.
To develop a street/community ambassador scheme to link individuals,
households and community groups together.
ACE will engage with the community asset transfer scheme, exploring
acquisition of relevant buildings, green spaces and resources.
ACE will actively promote a neutral stance with all political parties.

Conclusions from the External (PEST) Analysis: ACE recognises that building on existing
strengths and existing work is fundamental to achieving our mission.



ACE will continue to carry out and expand on:

Asset ownership and management;
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Challenging perceptions of the local community through links with press
and media
Continue to deliver the WG strategic aims;
Continue to work with key partners, developing and formalising
relationships in response to need;
Expand on existing work with partners, eg, voluntary, public and private
sectors;
Developing a more active community by continuing to develop the
capacity of local people;
Continue to develop and promote community participation through
Timeplace (Ely/Caerau Timebank)
A training programme for staff and Board of Directors and strengthening
governance; and
Continue to be responsive to community need.

The following areas of work will not be a priority:

Physical administration of local groups – ie filling in forms, taking trips,
taking minutes;

Community safety projects – these have been prioritised in past years. ACE
now needs to be focusing on deeper issues around health, learning and
economy.
New opportunities: The analysis of our environment has provided focus on
opportunities which will add value to our work and provide additional value to
our stakeholders. New opportunities which are in line with ACE’s mission are:

Taking over new assets, which will lead to new activities

Implement a marketing strategy;

Reflect, develop and strengthen current organisation with new staff,
independence, more business contacts / partnerships.

Develop social enterprise model – higher vision for future sustainability;

Diversify the activities of ACE to promote and develop a sustainable future
beyond Communities First.
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Appendix 4: Job Description for the Development Manager
This job description applies to the eventual full time post of Development Manager. A
scaled down version applies to the current part time position.

ROLE SPECIFIC TASKS
1. Work with members of the ACE - Action in Caerau and Ely Board to develop the strategic
direction, goals and activities of the charity, and develop proposals in co-ordination with
senior Communities First officers under the terms of the ACE/Communities First
Partnership Agreement.
2. Take a lead role in researching, developing and fundraising for new ACE projects, and
generating financial reserves.
3. Identify and engage with key partners necessary for the successful delivery of the
Strategic Plan.
4. Ensure ACE projects and activities are effectively managed.
5. Provide, or arrange for, line management, supervision and training for ACE staff, and
ensure that staff receive support in managing their personal and professional
development.
6. Ensure that the ACE budget is managed effectively and the Board receive timely financial
reports.
7. Work closely with CF staff to co-ordinate activities and share information and
opportunities under the terms of the ACE/Communities First Partnership Agreement on
all issues where common interests are involved.
8. Take a lead in developing a targeted Communications Strategy for the charity and
making provision for its work to be publicised by any appropriate means, including
newsletters, web sites, social media, events and publicity campaigns.
9. Monitor all ACE activities and provide regular written reports to the ACE Board to keep
members aware of progress, future plans (including sufficient details for effective policy
decisions to be made) and other significant developments.
10. Develop, over time, practical ways of evaluating the impact of the charity.
11. Arrange for the production of Annual Reports which can communicate ACE’s progress
and successes to a wide audience.
12. Liaise with the Timeplace community timebank project, and manage ACE membership
procedures for applications, recruitment, record keeping and communications.
13. Work with partners, including Communities First, to secure the involvement of members
of the community in ACE’s work through local events, consultations and focus groups,
and direct engagement with groups and individuals.
14. Help to embed the values and principles of charity in all aspects of its work.
15. Act as company Secretary for ACE - Action in Caerau and Ely.
GENERAL TASKS
1. To work within and promote all of ACE’s policies and procedures.
2. To keep accurate records including statistical information where appropriate.
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3. To provide written reports and information as requested by the Board or the line
manager.
4. To work at locations outside the normal ACE office base as and when required.
5. To attend supervision, training and meetings, and undertake professional development
as and when required.
6. To work flexible hours as appropriate to the needs of the post (including some outside
normal office hours)
7. Any other reasonable duties requested by the line manager.
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Appendix 5: Risk assessment
A review of risks was undertaken as part of the analysis of ACE’s future direction. This
identifies key risks to strategic priorities, assesses the likelihood of the risk occurring, its
impact and action which might be taken now and later.

ACE Risk Assessment
Risk
Failure to generate
sufficient project
funding core funding

Likelihood
High

Impact
High

Action
Strategy for
continuous
fundraising

Funding for
developing building
assets delayed or
unavailable

Unknown

Severe

Robust
applications

Change in national
policies

Medium

Medium

Loss of senior
management staff

Medium

Severe

Loss of staff as CF
programme runs
down

High

Medium

Loss of key
volunteers

High

High

Lack of formal risk
management policy
No further need
and/or resources for
ACE to work in the
community

Low

High

Low

High

Competition

Low

Medium

Be aware of
policies
Work towards
sustainability
Prepare
leadership
succession policy
Advance planning
to secure other
contracts and
projects
Training
Develop
induction /
recruit
Develop
expanded policy
Continually
assess need
Marketing
Project
fundraising
Be aware of new
services
Continue to
develop
relationships
Work together
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Contingency
Prepare
Plan
Look at alternatives
Scale back
objectives and/or
timescales
Pursue range of
sources of funding
(Big Lottery, CRT,
Biffa, CFAP)
Downscale plans
Explore alternative
buildings

Ensure staff have
interchangeable
skills
Reinforce key
positions/roles in
ACE
Act now

Develop contract
tendering and
fundraising capacity
and skills
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Lack of resources or
capacity to manage
staff
Positive
relationships with
local councillors

Low

Low

Develop resilient
infrastructure

Act now

Low

Low

Continue to build
relationships
Prioritise
promotion work

Accelerate other
promotion work
Adjust plans
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